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Miller Roasted

_ .ROA.,TERS — Participating
in the Roasting of Robert 0.
Miller Friday were, left to
right, above, Dr. Charles
Mercer, Judge James M.
Lassiter, Frank Haddad, Lt.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins, J.
R. Miller and master of
ceremonies, Jerry Hoover. At
right are Marlow Cook,
William Scent, Harry Lee
Waterfield, Raymond Shultz
and L. J. Hortin.
•

More Budget Cuts Needed
To Avoid Veto Michel
WASHINGTON (AP) — House 6 percent in all domestic spending, but defense spending, military
Republican leader Bob Michel an estimated reduction of $3 construction and foreign aid
would not be touched.
says more cuts are need& to billion to $4 billion.
Michel, of Illirrvig, has his work
In the Senate, the GOPavoid a presidential veto of an interim budget measure that must cut out for him — Democrats controlled Budget Committee
be passed to keep all government controlling the House Rules Com- postponed until Monday a vote on
agencies running past next mittee turned back his request to a measure to force a balanced
allow consideration of an amend- budget in 1984 through $48 billion
Friday.
A spokesman for Michel said ment embodying his proposals.
worth of tax increases and $39
Michel said later that the size of billion in spending cuts.
Republicans would try to bring the
bill back to the Appropriations the reduction he would seek will
That proposal from Sen. Pete V.
Committee for cuts of 5 percent to be determined over the weekend, Domenici, R-N.M., the committee
chairman, Republican Leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee,
comes despite President Reagan's
request that Congress delay until
next year any action on taxes or
benefit programs such as food
stamps or Medicare. Reagan has
conceded a balanced budget in
100 to 200 jobs locally.
Officials of the Kroger Company
1984 is unlikely.
The most recent announcement
have announced they are conIn other congressional business:
—With administration support,
affects the moving of an addisidering moving the company's
tional portion of the company's congressional negotiators endorsprocession operation for gelatin,
drink mixes and salted nuts to
operations from a plant in Spr- ed a measure to require the
Murray.
ingdale, Ohio to Murray and Pon- government to pay farmers twice
the market price for their crops if
tiac, S. C.
Rising costs of transportation a foreign policy embargo is ever
The announcement has been
and the southward shift of the again imposed on agricultural exconfirmed by a spokesman for the
geographical center of Kroger ports only.
Murray-Calloway County
Opponents said the provision
Stores'locations were sited as maChamber of Commerce:
jor reasons for the proposed could cost consumers $30 billion if
Kroger earlier this year anever invoked and could jeopardize
move.
nounced plans to establish a food
The contemplated moves would the overall farm bill that the
processing-operation in a portion
not take place for approximately House-Senate conference commitof the vacant Tappan facility here.
nine months to a year, the tee has been trying to work out for
That manufacturing operation has
two weeks.
spokesman said.
been projected as producing from

Kroger Announces
Murray Proposal

by GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
They came to roast him and to
laugh with him. And they did.
In so doing, the more than 600
well-wishers who turned out at the
Roast for Robert 0. Miller Friday
night bestowed on him a lasting
honor — the Robert 0. Miller
Scholarship Fund at Murray State
University.
"The Judge's" almost 30 years
in elective office — three terms as
Calloway County attorney and 16
years (four terms) as county
judge/executive — brought him
close friendships with scores of
other elected officials, some of
whom paid tribute to him last
night.
A measure of those friendships
was seated on the dies in the
ballroom of the University Center
Friday:
*Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
*former Sen. Marlow Cook.
*former U. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield.
*McCracken County Judge/Executive Raymond Shultz.
•L. J. Hortin, professor
emeritus, Murray State.
•Dr. Charles Mercer, assistant
dean, University of Tennessee
Medical Center.
*William E.Scent, Louisville attorney.
*Frank Haddad, Louisville attorney.
*Calloway Circuit Judge James
M. Lassiter.
*J. R. Miller, mayor of
Owensboro.
*Thelma Stovall, former Lt.
Gov.,'-who was scheduled to appear but unable to attend because
of illness in her family.
But perhaps the best measure of
the respect and admiration the
judge has earned over the years is
the scholarship.
According to organizers, the
fund now contains an estimated
$6,000, a direct result of tickets
sold to the dinner and "roasting"
of Judge Miller.
At the end of this year, Robert
0. Miller will technically be a

ScholarshipEstablished

HAMMING IT UP — 1 Above) Judge Miller displays one
of ts many
wi
oning a
expressions as former Sen. Marlow Cook raises POO by a
called to
country ham. Near the conclusion of the roast, Judge
publicly
the dies his wife, Patricia Mason Miller (Wow),
acknowledge her tremendous support through the years.
Photos by Jennie B. Gordon

"private citizen" for the first time
since 1954, when he first won the
confidence of the voters of
Calloway County.
That status, likely, will be in
name only. Those who have wat-

ched Bob Miller's career over the
years know without a doubt he is,
and always willb be, a public
figure, dedicated to helping his
fellow citizens, touching
thousands of lives in the process.

Space Shuttle Columbia,
Astronauts, Heading Home
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— Columbia headed home today,
its disappointed astronauts
wishing for dea little longer" in
space, but comforted to know they
accomplished "90 percent" of
their nlight objectives despite a
fuel cell problem that cut the mission short.
Mission Control decided Friday
that although the spacecraft was
performing splendidly, prudence
called for ordeiing Joe Engle and
Richard Truly to end their journey
after a "minimum mission" of 54
hours. They are to land at 1:22
p.m. PST on a hard-sand runway
in California's Mojave Desert.
Thus Columbia's second mission, scheduled to take it through
83 orbits of the Earth over five
days, ends up the same length as
its 36-orbit maiden flight in April.
"Wish it was a little longer, but
we'll see you all in Houston,"
Engle told Mission Control as the
astronauts retired for their second
and final night in orbit Friday.
Once again Columbia is to
swoop down from space toward an

airliner-like landing at Rogers
Dry Lake. Astronauts and space
officials are hoping for a repeat of
the ship's perfect touchdown last
spring, although clouds and gusty
winds in the area were causing
some concern.
"We'd like better weather, to be
honest with you," flight director
Thomas Holloway told a briefing
in Houston early today. However,
he expressed confidence the shuttle would be able to land in California and not have to use a backup
Landing site in New Mexico. He
said NASA would try to make a
final decision "a couple of hours"
before touchdown.
The astronauts are to fire their deorbit rockets high above the
Indian Ocean, slowing their speed
by 300 mph and starting their
descent on a path that takes them
over the Pacific north of Hawaii,
across the California coast and into Edwards Air Force Base.
President Reagan visited Mission Control in Houston Friday
evening,sat at the flight director's
console and told Engle and Truly:

Christmas Opera Set
By City-County Chorus

ECOIMA ESTABLISHED — Representatives of several colleges and universities met at Murray State
University's Hancock Biological Station Friday to establish the Environmental Consortium of Mid-America
(EC)MA). Member institutions will make joint use of the facility, a biological research station on Kentucky Lake operated by the Department of Biological Sciences at Murray State. Shown on the dock of the stare several of the people who attended the meeting. They are(from left) Dr. John Calkins,University of
Kentucky; Dr. James Sickel, Murray State; Dr. Arland Hotchiass, University of Louisville;Dr. Hunter Hancock, retired from Murray State, for whom the facility is named; Dr. Jim Dyer, Bellarmine College; Harry
Woodward, a student at the University 14 Louisville; Dr. C. E. Kupchella, chairman of the Department of
Biological Sciences at Murray State; and Dr. Donald Johnson, director of the biological station, ECOMA
members will have access to the facilities at the station for educations,research and service projects.
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The Murray-Calloway County opera! as "The Medium" and
Community Chorus___will present 'The Telephone."
Ryan Malone, nine-yeat-old son
the Christmas opera "Amahl and
the Night Visitors" Sunday and of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Malone,
Monday, Dec. 6-7, at 8:00 p.m. in will sing the role of Muhl. His
the auditorium of the newly open- mother will be played by metzo
ed Wrather West Kentucky "soprano Brenda Allen, music
Museum an Murray State-Univer- education, voice major. The three
sity campus.
kings will be played by Dr. Carl
Dr. Irma Collins, Community Rogers, Nathan Middleton and
Chorus conductor, will be director John Johnsonius. Davis Henderof the production.
son, a bariton from Paducah, is
Amahl is the delightful story of cast in the role of the Page.
a little crippled boy and his
The thirty-member Community
mother who receive visits in the Chorus will perform as the°
night from three kings who were Shepards and Shepardesses and
following a star. A miracle hap- Cathy Charles,dance instructor at
pens as the result of the visit.
Murray State Univetsity, wUl
The one-act opera was compos- choreograph the show. Beth
ed by Gian-Carlo Menotti and was Schapiro will accompany on the
originally written for a television piano and the production will be
premiere shown first in fully orchestrated:•
Reservatiens are recommended
December, 1951,It is since shown
almost every year. Menotti, for open seating in the 250-seat
Italian born and now one of auditorium and may be made by
America's most prolific operatic calling 753-9998 Monday, Nov. 30,
through Friday, Dec.4.
composers, is well known for such
•

"This whole nation. has got its
eyes and heart on you. I'm sure
you know how proud everyone
down here is."
The space travelers thanked
him for "taking the trouble to
show all the people working on the
space shuttle how much you really
care."
Columbia was "humming right
along" on the two good fuel cells
when NASA officials made the
decision at midmorning Friday to
cut the mission short.
Mission rules di tate the
shortened flight if one of the three
fuel cells fails early. Flight controllers had said Thursday they
would bend that rule and make gono-go decisions on a day-to-day
basis.
The decision to slice three days
from the flight plan came as Truly
was achieving one of the high
priority goals — testing a 50-foot
mechanical arm, maneuvering It
up and down, back and forth, and
pronouncing it a "remarkable
flight machine." Mission Control
officials were delighted, because
without this crane-like robot,
future shuttles would not be able
to perform their primary mission:
deploying and retrieving
satellites.

sunny and mild
Sunny and mild today and
Sunday. Clear and cool tonight.
-High today and Sunday in the
• mid or upper 60s. Low tonight
in the lower to mid 30s. East to
southeast winds Ste 15 mph today, light and variable tonight
and southeast 10 to 15 Sunday.

today's index
_ One SecUon — llyages
10
Aces
10,11
Classdiedny
10
Comics
10
• Croeswords _
• Dear Abby
4
Dr. Lamb
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Horoscopes ,,
Local Scene .......
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3
Sports
6,7
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Stockman's Future Effectiveness
Questioned By Republicans

DEAN'S SCHOLARSHIPS—Four freshmen at Murray State University have won the first annual College
of Creative Expression Dean's Scholarships. Recipients talking with Dr. William Parsons, middle,dean,are
from left, Lucinda Howell, music major and the daughter of Mrs. Nellie Ramsey Howell of 10211 Cloverdale,Paducah;.Dana Marie Grimes,an art major and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Grimes of 1236 Wolfe
Ave., Louisville; Jeanne Lyn Bias, a journalism major and the daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Norman Bias of 715
Conway PI., Mayfield, and Michael Edward Hardin.a speech and theatre major and the son of Mr.and Mrs.
Edward Hardin of Russellville Route 6. The students,selected by the four departments, will receive in-state
tuition for their four years at Murray State.

Clark Ends Speculation
About Louisville Position
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Saying it would not be a "positive
thing," George Clark has ended
the speculation about whether he
would become head of the state's
economic-development office in
Louisville.
Clark also said in a Friday night
interview that he would not seek
the 3rd District congressional seat
held by Democrat Romano
Mazzoli.
Clark, a Republican, was an unsuccessful Republican candidate
for Louisville mayor in last week's
election. A few days after the
election, it was revealed that Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. was considering naming him to head the
Louisville development office.
But Clark said that he would accept a position as deputy commerce secretary with the Brown
administration and would not
work directly with Louisville or
Jefferson County on economic
,
development.
"It would not be a positive thing
right now to step forward with a
new mayor and have the
economic-development job in Jefferson County," Clark said.
The new mayor is Harvey
Sloane, who defeated Clark in last
week's election.
Sloane, a Democrat, has dir
fered publicly on a number of occasions with officials of Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.'s administration.
Some political observers viewed
the potential of a Clark appointment as a slap at Sloane, but
Brown laid last week that he
woulb not appoint Clark over
Sloane's objections.
Clark said his desire not to
cause problems for Sloane;coupled with his belief that he could be
more effective at the state level,
prompted his decision.
The potential for being effective
as a deputy commerce secretary
was better than "trying to force
yourself into a situation where you
may not be effective, just be kind
of a burr under somebody's saddle, which isn't what either

(Secretary) Lunsford or myself.
intend."
Both Clark and Lunsford said in
an interview that they hoped to
remove politics from economic
development.
"I would like to approach the
job as deputy secretary of commerce without political overtones," Clark said in a handwritten statement.
"I feel that my appointment has
placed Gov. Brown and Mayor
Sloane in an awkward position. I
have the utmost respect for both
gentlemen and I want to be an
asset, not a liability.for either."
Lunsford indicated that no
changes would be made in the
makeup of the state's Louisville
development office and said he
would work directly with Sloane.
"Any way the state can assist
him in his efforts in Louisville or
Mitch McConnell as county judge,
we'll do that," Lunsford said.
"But the one thing that we would
like to do is continue with
economic development without
political overtones."
Clark said he had discussed the
possibility of taking the Louisville
position with Sloane before leaving on a vacation, which ended
Friday. Lunsford told Sloane of
Clark's decision Friday night.
Sloane was reported to be out

for the evening and could not be
reached for comment.
Other speculation regarding
Clark had centered on the
possibility of his seeking the 3rd
District congressional seat.
But Clark ruled that out Friday
nighb,saying he does not intend to
run again for political office and
questioning how effective he
would. be as one of 435
congressmen.
"And I don't really relish getting up every two years and going
to campaigning. I don't think I'll
feel differently six months from
now. Political campaigning is
hell. It's like nine months_of Derby
Week."
Clark, who will take the deputy
secretary post on Dec. 1, is part
owner of Omni Air Inc., which
holds a personal service contract
with the -state to provide air
service.
Lunsford said the cabinet's
general counsel, Bill Cull, was
researching the issue to determine whether a conflict of interest
exists.
If it does, Clark said he would be
willing to sell his interest in the
company or place it in a blind
trust "or whatever meets the
test."
Lunsford said the matter would
be resolved before Clark joins
state government.

HOUSTON (AP) — President
Reagan, proud of the Columbia
shuttle mission despite its
shortened schedule, says the
world "has got its eyes and its
heart" on the two astronauts
guiding the spacecraft.
"I wanted to make a request,"
Reagan told the astronauts. "I
just wondered if when you go over
Washington before your landing at
Edwards Air Force Base, could
you pick me up and take me out. I
haven't been to California since

•

4-Way-Freeze Restaurant

•

Hardin, Ky. — 437-4505
Open Mon.-Sat. 5-9
Sunday 11-5
Specializing In
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lastAugust."
Reagan's words were beamed to
astronauts Joe Henry Engle and
Richard H. Truly during a brief
presidential trip to the Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center.
The president's visit to the control room represented his greatest
involvement to date in the space
program. Although it has escaped
his budget ax, he has remained
non-committal about future spending for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.

Breakfast, Plate Lunches and Dinners
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Boneless Catfish
Served With Frenrh Fries, Cole Slaw, Hushpuppies

3.99

•
•
•
• All You Can Eat, w;t1. Choice at
•

• Potato,Salad Bar & Hushpuppies
•
•
•
Breakfast Special:
•

•
•
••
•

Country Ham-EggsHomemade Biscuits

&Gravy

$5.25
$2.65

•

•
•

▪
•
•
•
•
•

tide in the December issue of
Atlantic Monthly, in which he admitted that the packaging of
Reagan's economic plan was
deceptive and that he had doubts
about its effectiveness.
He offered his resignation to
Reagan, but agreed to stay on at
the president's request.
David R. Gergen, Reagan's
chief spokesman, denied Friday
that Stockman had been put on
probation. "No one's on probation
around here. You're either working full time or your not....David's
very happily working in his office.

Richardson Announces
For Speaker's Post
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Bobby Richardson says
he will not endorse any of the
handful of candidates seeking to
succeed him as House majority
leader.
The 37-year-old Glasgow
Democrat is vacating that post to
become probably the only candidate for speaker of the state
House of Representatives.
As such, he would follow
Speaker William Kenton of Lexington, who died last week.
"His absence saddens me. I
wish he were here," Richardson
said of Kenton in announcing his
candidacy Friday.
,
"But there is work to be done:
With our firm conviction and
strong determination, it shall be
done," he said.
At least four representatives
are expected to seek Richardson's
majority leader post: William T.
Brinkley of Madisonville, Aubrey
Williams of Louisville, Jim
LeMaster of Lexington and Joe
Clarke of Danville.

Hubbard Critical
Of Fund Cutbacks
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
criticized Congress Friday for
reducing federal revenue-sharing
funds while continuing foreign aid
to countries not friendly with the
United States.
Hubbard, speaking at the final
session of the 7th annual Kentucky
Association for Counties convention, said, "Revenue-sharing
funds, which fund many local programs, already have been redueed considerably and face elimination by Congress. You can be sure
that your (Kentucky's) seven
representatives and two senators
are going to be in Washington

He's working on the transportation budget.'
Many Democrats asserted Friday that Stockman had damaged
his credibility to the extent that he
would become totally ineffective
as a spokesman for the economic
program he helped fashion.
"The president will have a hard
time convincing the Congress and
the American people that they
should have confidence in a
budget that was put together by a
man who admits he is guilty of
poor judgment and loose talk,"
said Assistant Senate Democratic
Leader Alan Cranston,D-Calif.

fighting and voting for revenue
sharing, but because of the mood
of others in Congress,it may come
to a halt ih 1,984."
Hubbard told the group that
Kentucky is losing ;400 million in
federal funds this fiscal year. He
also said the new federal budget
could come closer to being balanced with revenue-sharing programs kept intact, if foreign aid
were cut to countries that don't
support the United States.
He said the appropriations to
foreign aid and the cuts to local
government programs are among
the reasons he voted against
President Reagan's budget
earlier this year.

Richardson said he would Ad\
endorse any candidate, but would
express his preference through
the privacy of a vote. He also said
he did not expect opposition for
the speaker'sjob.
Saying he had already spoken
with other representatives,
Richardson added that "I believe
we have reached a consensus, and
I appreciate that."
Richardson spoke strongly in
support of legislative independence and warned against
outside interference.
"Whether I am speaker or not,
the members of the General
Assembly will not tolerate attempts to frinterfere with their internal affairs," he said. "We will
speak as an independent and.
equal branch of government."

Miller Named
To Council
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has made
several appointments and reappointments to three-year terms on
the Statewide Health Coordinatii.g
Council, a policymaking body of
the Department for ,Human
Resources.
New members are Kenneth
Clawson of Richmond, replacing
J. Ed McConnell- of Frankfort,
Donald Robinson of Corbin replacing Pauline Gould Gay of Lexington, Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller of
Murray replacing Julia Emberton
of Edmonton, Virginia Fisk of
Fort Mitchell replacing Thomas
Finn of Fort Thomas and Dr.
William Lovin of Ashland replacing Frances Collins of
Flemingsburg.
Reappointed were Nelle Weller
of Elizabethtown, the Rev. Berton
Glennon of Manchester, Wade
Mountz of Louisville and Dr. Carl
Cooper of Bedford.

Reagan Praises Astronauts From NASA Control
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republican leaders are working to
contain the political damage caused by budget director David A.
Stockman's "loose talk," but
some remain openly skeptical
about whether he can continue to
be effective on Capitol Hill.
Stockman was portrayed by administration officials and congressional supporters as back at his
desk, tending to business-as-usual
on Friday — the day after he was
publicly taken to the "woodshed"
by President Reagan.
"As young as he is, he learned a
lesson the hard way," House
Minority Leader Robert Michel,
R-Ill., said of the 35-year-old
budget official.
Stockman's admitted "poor
judgment and loose talk" in a
series of interviews for a
magazine article "is not a plus,"
Michel said."But I'm not ready to
concede that it's all that tragic a
thing."
But some top GOP leaders
weren't as charitable as they
gauged the political fallout.
"He damaged himself; he
damaged the president's program," said Senate Majority
Leader Howard Baker,R-Tenn.
Asked if the damage meant
Stockman could no longer serve as
an effective budget spokesman for
the adminstration, as Democrats
have charged,Baker said:
"That may turn out to be the
case.I hope not....Right now, we'll
just have to wait and see how the
thing develops."
And even Michel, while supporting Reagan's decision to give
Stockman a second chance, noted
that the budget director would
have a rough time when he next
appears before Congress.
"He's got to be double sure of
his facts and figures," Michel
said.
Stockman apologized publicly
on Thursday for the blunt comments attributed to him in the ar-
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Plate Lunches $2.95.
Monday— Fried Chicken w/Salad Bar
)2.89
Wed.- Homemade Chickeen Dressing
$2.95
Thurs.-Ham Mocks w/Horthern Bean
$2.25

: We send ci special inyitation to each and everyone, come
: help us celebrate our 11th year, serving the public at the 4: Way Freeze Restaurant. Don't Forget Our Old Fashioned
: Chicken 'n Dressing for a Sunday treat.
•
•
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After speaking with the
"You've atready wiped out a
astronauts, Reagan told a bunch of turkeys in Washington.
Republican fund-raising dinner Good tuck tomorrow in Texas,"
that he would not bow to pressure said a message to Reagan from
to raise taxes and said that those Vice President George Bush. The
who think he should have "pushed message was read at the fundthe panic button."
raising dinner, which honored
Reagan, winding up a week in Baker and other Texans in the
which questions were raised about Reagan administration.
two key aides, planned to go
Reagan said that as estimates of
turkey hunting today at a ranch in revenue dropped and those of the
Sabinal, Tex., leased by his White deficit grew, "someone pushed
Honse chief of staff, James A. the panic button and said we
Baker Hi.
should call off the tax cuts(passed

earlier this year) or we should
pass new increases ir taxes."
"There's one thing we don't
need and one thing I'm against:
We're not going to have a tax increase," the president said.
He also pointed out that while
the percentage of people unable to
find work has increased since he
took office, there are 260,000 more
employed Americans than there
were in January.

Mofield Named To SIU Alumni Board
Three incumbents and two
newcomers have been elected to
serve four-year terms as
members of Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale's Alumni
Association board of directors.
Incumbents elected for their second four-year terms are Grant
Henry of East Moline, 111.•
Patricia Cook Hunsaker of
'
Belleville, Ill. and Sally G. Moyers
of Paducah.
Henry as the chief of education
administration for the Illinois
Department of Corrections in
Moline. Hunsaker is coordinator
of English as a second language at
Belleville Area College and
Moyers is the owner of Ohio
Valley Aviation Service in
Paducah.
Newcomers are W. A: Butts of
Frankfort, president of Kentucky
State University and a 1980 SIUC
Alumni Achievement Award recir
pient,-and_ Larry R. DeJarnett al
Rancho Palos Verde, Calif., vice
president of Lear Siegler Inc. of
Santa Monica,Calif.
NEW MEMBERS — New board members and officers of the Southern Illinois UniversityIn addition, the Alumni Association board of directors selected Carbondale Alimini Association are (from left): W. A. Butts of Frankfort, board member; Brad
five officers for 1981-82. The newly Bowen, Carterville, treasurer; W. Ray.Mofield, Hardin, vice president; Pat Cook Hunsaker,
elected officers are Robert Belleville, presidentielect; Robert Pulliam, Fairfax, Va., presided; JoAnn Jimgers, Alton,
Pulliam of Fairfax, Va., presi- secretary; Harold A.Hoehn.DuQuoin,vice Prtsided; and Sally Moyers,Paducah,board member.
dent; Hunsaker, president-elect; (Not pictured:Grakt Henry and Larry Djarnett.)
PhotoSouthern Illinois University
Harold A.'Kuehn of Duquoin, Ill.
3i•
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Opinion Page
Business Mirror
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of this
ontained an the following remark .4 Richard Bach.
author of Illusions: The Adventuresof a Reluctant Wastes
If you really want to
remove a cloud from your
Life. you do not make a bia
production out of it, you
must relax and remove at
from your ttunking That's
all there is to it

By John Cuniff

Good And Bad News
another, lower rates mean lower
NEW YORK (AP) — The good
costs of doing business. In all, low
news is that the price of money is
rates are said to be good for
falling, and the bad news is that it
business.
is falling because it's not in deGood, yes, but when? Recession
mand. The economy is almost
lowers rates but it also cuts into
dead in its tracks. Ask almost any
.sales. As sales fall companies cut
business person.
production and dismiss workers.
The good news is that falling inThey postpone expansion plans,
terest rates may lead to a
because of inadequate money and
resumption of economic growth.
lost faith.
The bad news is that the value of
Given such a scenario, will inthe dollar may fall in international
vestors be eager to invest? Will
markets, raising the price of U.S.
they take a gamble on the future
exports.
— load up with risk on the assumpThe good news is that lower
mortgage rates should, in theory, tion that rewards will be big? Or
will they wait and see, as seems to
allow more households to qualify
be the habit in recent years?
for homes. The bad news is that
Which will win out,the goods news
the recession will cost people jobs
or the bad?
and remove"--them from the
High rates, along with what are
market.
perceived to be high prices, also
The U.S. economy is now at that
have been blamed for the
stage in the cycle wherein the best
automotive industry's depression.
of news can produce the worst of
Will lower rates mean potential
consequences, and there isn't a lot
buyers return to the market? Or
that can be done about it, except
will unemployment, the bad news
perhaps to wait and suffer.
that accompanies it, prolong the
Both the administration
industry's wties?
forecast and a random selection of
The good and the bad. To inprivate-sector opinion show hope
dustrialize, the country needs
for a return to economic growth
by spring, with the growth intensi- capital. It hasn't been easily
available. At times in recent years
fying through the summer.
Helen Clare Williams of LexAmericans have dropped their
Before then, however, comes
the snow and ice, both savings rate below 5 percent,com- ington was crowned Miss Murray
meterologically and economical- pared with at least three times State University in a pageant Nov.
ly, and the president and ordinary that in Japan,and more than dou- 13 in Lovett auditorium.
Deaths reported included Mrs.
ble it in some other nations.
folks alike will have to trudge
Yes,it looks like a long winter,a Ristie Coleman, Mrs. Jeff D.
through the slush and take the bad
winter of discontent, disarray and
with the good.
Lower interest rates supposedly great disappointments, relieved
help the stock market. For one occasionally by.a day of warm sun
Aubrey W. Simmons was
thing, money is transferred to that produces faint hopes but a presented • with the "Man of the
stocks from debt securities as the great deal of slush.
Month" award by the National
Maybe it will be an early spring. Kimball Foundation. The award
yield on the latter falls. For
was for his outstanding contribution in civic and church affairs in
Murray and Calloway County.
Deaths reported included Mrs.
Charlie Myers, 72, and Effie
Jones,80.
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, president,
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Looking Back

10 Years Ago

Shroat, and Glen C. (Jake)
McKinney,53.
Elected as officers of Camp 592
Woodmen of the World were
James H. Shelton, Trellis Seaford
Allen Rose,and L. C. Hendon.

Boy Scout Troop 77 camped at
Fort Donelson National Park,
Dover,Tenn.

Echoes

Murray State University Racers
beat Evansville 38-12 for their fifth
straight fOotbalI win of the season.

By Judy Maupin

20 Years. Ago

John Y.Brown
Still Governor

By SY RAhISEY
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
John Y. Brown Jr. still is
governor.
At least that's the perception
since the dust has settled over
another major administration
shuffle.
In generairtwo sides played tugof-war in the latest example of
internal strife during Brown's 22month tenure.
One aggressive faction comprises Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts and former commerce secretary Larry Townsend,
nicknamed by hostile insiders as
"the fast trackers" because of
their penchant toward discarding
officials who don't trot fast enough
in the businessmen's government.
The hold-the-line faction. riddled by some casualties, consists of
just about every Brown subordinate who resists the ideas of
Metts and Townsend on how the
administration should be run.
Their concern was that finally,
Metts and Townsend might win
the day and be given extraordinary powers by the governor.
That did not happen when the
shuffle was announced more than
a week ago.
Two anti-fast trackers, George
Atkins and Tracy Farmer,
managed to survive the latest
changes despite Metts' expressed
wish for them to get out of the
administration.
Atkins was finance secretary
and will become secretary of the
cabinet Dec. 1. His departure as
finance head was long rumored,
and it was no secret that Atkins
would just have soon kept the post.
Instead, he gets a job with a
grand title, but whose duties could
provide either an opportunity or a
dead end — depending on how
Brown interpets them.
If Atkins obtains fairly free rein,
the move will turn out to be a
promotion rather than a trap.
It had become a morass for the
previous cabinet secretary, Jim
King, who evenutally left to return
to the University of Kentucky.
King's authority had been whittled by the fast-trackers and his influence on the governor had
waned.
As for Farmer, his departure as
state, Democratic chairman was
timely — Brown prefers yearly
rotation and Farmer's term was
almost up — and honorable —
Brown has lauded his organizational and fund-raising talents.
The hangup was taking the post
as secretary of public protection
and regulation.
'Farmer was *Ming,- but-tririii
almost the last, the issue was in
doubt as Metts tried to talk Brown
out of it.
Important to note in the continuing power struggle is that boilt
Atkins and Farmer say they will
have direct access . to the
governor.
The autcome could have gone

the other Way. After all, Brown
had just been kicked in the rear by
voters who overwhelmingly rejected the succession amendment
— which eliminated any ambition
Brown may have had to seek a second term.
It would have been easy for the
governor to sulk, begin making
lengthy trips out of the state and
leave the workings of government
to his most trusted friends, Metts
and Townsend.
Instead, Brown listened to all
sides in the major shuffled and
made his own decision, which
went against his confidants.
Brown had said that he wanted
the succession amendment passed
partly because he did not want to
become a lame duck governor.
Apparently he has shied away
from that term. "I'm not a lame duck
anything," he recently told a
cabinet meeting, reaffirming also
to the media that he will finish
what he started.
That may not be to the liking of
many voters. But it leaves no
doubt so far on who is Kentucky's
chief executive.

Letter To The Editor
Thanks Offered
Dear Editor:
On behalf of Murray State
University, the Alumni Association and the Murray State golf
team in particular, I want to express our appreciation and
gratitude to the Murray County
Club for making its facilities
available again this Year for the
Homecoming golf tournament
and, especially, for contributing
the green fees involved to the
endeavor, the purpose of which
each year is to help raise funds for
the golf team's travel expenses.
This year's tournament had a
record turnout, and we are
grateful for this participation and
support on the part of so many
alumni and friends of the university. Everyone participating seemed to enjoy the tournament, and
the day went by without a hitch.
Special appreciation is extended
to club pro Jimmy Sullivan for the
gracioui way in which he hosted
our visitors, and to those who
worked throughout the day to
make the tournament the success
it was — Budgy Hewitt, Norman
Lane, J. D. Rayburn, Pete Ryan;
iflho Scott, Allison Holt, Sherry
McClain, Leroy Eldhidge and Vernon ghOwn.
It was just a good day for Murray State and we are proud of and
appreciate this campuscommunity effort.
M.C. Garrott
1125 Circarama Drive
Tournament Chairman

and Dr. Charles P. Clark,
secretary, .Calloway County
Medical Society, sponsored the
1961 Diabetes Detection Drive in
Murray and Calloway County during Diabetes Week,Nov. 12-18.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital included a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Travis, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Solomon, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William Posavac.

30 Years ..igo
Yandal Wratner, Soil Conservationist, had received the honor for
having most efficient use of his
time for the year ending July 1,
1951, in his work with farmers-in
planning and establishing of conservation practices. The award
was made by Norman Terry,
District Conservationist, Soil Conservation Services.
Deaths reported included Mary

Lemons,83.
Mrs. John Ryan discussed her
travels in France at a meeting of
Murray High School's Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America.
Sara Calhoun was chapter president.
Bilbrey's Car and Home Supply
was celebrating the fifth anniversary of their firm, according to
Baxter Bilbrey, owner.

40 Years Ago
Approximately 125 interested
War and Lost The Peace" in a
citizens attended a Red Cross dinchapel program at MSTC on Arner to launch the county honor roll
mistice Day.
on Nov. 10 at the Murray Woman's
The Rev. Leon A. Haring, Jr.,
Club House. Dr. James H. Richpastor of First Presbyterian
mond gave the main address.
Church, preached at the church's
Deaths reported included Nat H.
10th anniversary service Nov. 16.
Davis, 63, Mrs. Dicie West, 53, L.
Births reported included a girl
Zelna Valentine, 64, Surrilda
to Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill,
Elkins Wilson, 90, Harry Adams, Nov. 7, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ar32, and Dick Adams, 25, the latter
chie Walker, Nov. 11, a girl to Mr.
two killed in a traffic accident.
and Mrs. Leon Farris, Nov. 12,
Calloway County's first beef
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
cattle show on Nov. 10 under the
Lee, Nov. 1.
auspices of Farm Bureau,
Elected as officers of the New
Calloway County Fair Associa- Concord High School Chapter of
tion, Calloway County Lime Co- Future Farmers of America were
operative, and Bank of Murray, Leroy Eldridge, George Gibson,
along with Murray Livestock
Otiste Thompson, Tommy
Company, was a pronounced suc- Hamlin, Ted Spiceland, and
cess both in number and type of Charles Wilkinson.
cattle shown and in public in- ' A Warm Morning coal heater
terest.
was listed as selling for ;49.95 at
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue of the Purdom Hardware.
Political Science Depntment,
J. T. Wallis and Son was listed
Murray State Teachers College, as paying 30 cents in cash for
spoke about "How We Won The hams.

50 Years Ago
The 13th anniversary of the Armistice ending hostilities in the
World War was commemorated
here Nov. 11. The event was sponsored by the American Legion,
George S. Hart, commander.
Other officers were C. B. Grogan,
Charley Denham, W. E. Wyatt,
Fleetwood Crouch, Joe T. Lovett,
R. H.Hood,and R. W.Churchill.
Deaths reported included
William S. Tyler,40, Elois Kesterson, J. J.(Podge) Erwin, 85, Carl
Bailey,23,and Eliza Ferguson,78.
Harry Wilcox was reelected as a
member of the Calloway County
Board of Education for District I
and W. MTBurkeen for the seat of
District III vacated by Dr. L. D.
Hale who resigned his office on the
board when he moved out of the
district, in the recent election.
The arrival of the night northbound passenger train in Murray
had been changed from 8:08 p.m.
to 7:24 p.m. Those who wanted to
get mail on -the train Fad to ret it
to the post officsrapproxiatatelY 45
minutes earlier, accordirtg to
Postmaster M.L. Whitnell.
The Murray Tobacco Board of
Trade ahd Growers Loose Leaf
Floor conducted a tobacco sho*
Nov.24.
•
Births reported included a beyto Mr. and Mrs._Chaifei--Cain,
Nov.8.

Pictured were officers of the
First District Education Association who were K. R. Patterson of
Mayfield, V. M. Wallis of Ballard
County, M.0. Wrather of Murray,
and C. H. Arnett of Sedalia.
Named as staff members of the
College News at Murray State
Teachers College were Mrs.
George Hart, Mildred Singleton,
John Ross, Jr., Barbara Penno,
Clay Copeland, W. D. Cox, and
Burna Powell, all of Calloway.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are
welcomed and encouraged.
All letters must be signed by
the writer and the writer's
address and phone number
must be included for
verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters- should be
typewritten and doublespaced whenever possible
and should be on.topics of
- general interest.
Editors reserve the rigid.
-to condense or reject any letter and limit frequsnt
writers.
•
Address correspondence
to: Editor, The Murray
Ledger & Times, Box 32,
Murray,Ky.42071.
a/

f.
4•11.,

The Hamlin Famili
I was asked, not long ago, how •
iuring, his last year in college
the settlement of Hamlin, on Kenht took a course in law in connectucky Lake, got its name. As far
tion with his other studies. After
as I can find out, it was named for
leaving school he 'went to Todd
an early family who settled near
County: Kentucky, where he was
there, the Hamlins. In searching
first tutor in a wealthy family at a
for information about this family,
liberal salary, then took under his
I came across a biographical - instruction the children of several
sketch of Richard Hamlin, -which
other families in the vicinity.
is reprinted belovr-'During the fore part of the late
"Richard F Hamlin, of
war, he was Union in sentiment,
Calloway County, was born in
but wa influenced by relation*
Rockingham County,•- North
and friends to enter the Carolina, November 15, 1835:-stin- - - ftcdtiratt---gervire:-He joined -of Peter S. and Virginia A.
pany H. Third Kentucky Infantry,
(Micheaux) Hamlin, both of
participating in the battle of
whom are yet living i 1885).
Shiloh. and the numerous other
"The mother is a descendant of
engagements of the southwest. In
Abraham Micheaux, a Huguenut,
said command he stayed until
whose wife, when a child, was
close of the war.
shipped out of France as mer"Returning to Calloway County
chandise, in a hogshead, during
he worked in his father's mill and
the period of persecution of the
taught school, was then president
Protestants in that country. The
of a college in Ballard County for
captain of the vessel, being friendtwo years. Then he came to Murly to the Huguenots, released her
ray, having previously invested in
from confinement and landed her
a stock of groceries, and consafely in Holland, where she met
tinued in the same line nine monand married Abraham Micheatix
ths.
•
who had preceded her as a
"He afterward taught school,'
refugee.
and in 1882 was elected county
. "The father of our subject is a
clerk. Mr. Hamlin was married
Virginian by birth, removed at an
June 22, 1868, to Miss Laura
early date to North Carolina, • !Riggs. The -Union has given four
where he was married. In-1839 he • cluldrun:- _Roberta._ .Virginia,
came to Calloway County, when
Juliet K., and Richard F. Mr. and
our subject was four years old.
Mrs Hamlin are members of the
Richard F. worked on the farm
Christian Church. He also is a
and around his father's:mill, and
Mason and member of the Knights
attended subscription schools unhonr."f
til nineteen years of age, when,
Roberta 'Hamlin. daughter Of
upon the proceeds .of a small
Richard. April 7, 1867—June 29,
legacy derive4 from his grand1901, niarried lames H. Coleman.
father, he attended school at
They are both buried in. the MurRockingham Court House (or
ray Cemetery., as is Richard, who
Wentworth) North Carolina.
died May 27, 1895, and his wife
Laura, who died September W...
"Then, by the financial aid of
1886. •
his aunt he was enabled to -attend
Juliet Hamlin, Feb. 19,
Chapel Hill University in North
1877--Jan. 11, 1960, married
Carolina and was graduated in
Henry Holton. They both also rest
1859. His career as a student-is exin Murray Cemetery. There are
emplary, holding- the pOsitiob of
many members of the Hamlin
class orator, associate editor of
the college paper, president of the - - family buried at New Concord,including Richard's parents, Peter
literary society, and always a
and Virginia •
perfect grade in department.
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Nutrition Menus
Listed For Week

EreitiS

Saturday, Nov.14
--Murray Squar-AMurray Assembly No.
Adult Education Class
Naders will dance from 8 will meet from 6 to 9 p.m. 19 Order of the Rainbow
to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen at Calloway County High for Girls will meet at 7
of the World Hall.
p.m. at Masonic Hall.
School.

Menus for the Nutrition kernel corn,
crackers,
Program for Elderly and butter,
crushed pineapple
Meals on Wheels for week and sugar
cookie, pineapMurray Lodge No. 105
Alcoholics Arionymdus
Alcoholics Anonymous
beginning Nov. 16 have ple, milk,
coffee or tea.
and Alanon will meet at 8 Free and Accepted will meet at 8 p.m, at
been released.
Wednesday — swiss
p.m. in west end of Masons will meet at 7:30 west end of Livestock and
Meals are served Mon- steak, mashed
potatoes,
Livestock and Exposition p.m.at lodge hall.
Exposition Center.
day through Friday at green beans,
hot roll, butCenter.
Hazel and Douglas ter, rice
Monday,Nov.16
crispy bar,
Murray TOPS (take off
Centers and on Tuesday apricots,
milk, coffee or
Professional poounds sensibly) Club
Parents Without Partand Thursday at Ellis
tea. •
ners Chapter will sponsor Secretaries will have a will meet at 7 p.m. at
Center. Meals are also
potluck
Thursday --- roast park
dinner
with
a
dance
Health
Center.
at
9
p.m.
in
Cennol
' C•• 753 3314
sent out each week day.
and gravy, sweet
Moose Lodge, Lake and husbands and guests at
Dr. Ruth Cole, left, talks with Margaret Cavitt at a
The menus are as
potatoes, turnip greens,
Eastwood, Paris, Tenn. 6:30 p.m. at University
Parents Anonymous meeting of the Theta Department of Murray Woman's follows:
10, 9:10 +2:00 Sat.,Sun
Branch
Bank
cornbread, butter, baked
of
Murray.
Cost will be $3 per person
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For Club.
Monday — pimento and
Richard -Valentine will information call 759-1087
SC IOU Mr TWIT W111 11117
apples, apple, milk, cofand the public is invited.
cheese, hash browns, fee
present the program.
or tea.
or 753-6917.
potato salad,two slices of
Friday — beef stew,
South Marshall Senior
bread,
butter, mixed peas and
Hazel and Douglas
carrots, cole
Citizens Club will conMurray Optimist Club
fruit, milk,coffee or tea. slaw,
hot roll, butter,
tinue its arts show and Centers will be open for will meet at 6 p.m. at
Tuesday — chili with peanut
butter cookie, apbazaar from 1 to 8 p.m. in activities by Senior Joe's Family Restaurant.
beans, slice cheese,
plesauce, milk, coffee or
Sat 2:00, 7:00, 9:35
the Community Room, Citizens.
waldorf salad, whole
Sun. 2:00,7:30
tea.
North Branch, Peoples
Ten //jS
ri)tip
Mon-Thurs 7:30 only
Dr.
Ruth
Tuesday,
Cole,
Nov.
retired
17
Bank.
gram chairman.
All ugh Ms.tees.
chairman of the nursing
Senior Adults of First Plang. 1)1(fl
Bess Kerlick, departSaturday,Nov.14
Baptist
department, Murray ment chairman, presided
Church will have
Foretold by a wizard.
Captain Wendell Oury a covered
Group C of Ladies Ten-- State Universit
dish luncheon
y, discuss- with reports given by AnChapter of Daughters of at noon
nis of Murray Country ed the
at Fellowship
Hospice Program na Mae Thurman,
Club will meet Tuesday, at
the American Revolution Hall with Dr.
Murray-Calloway secretary.
Harold
Nov. 17, at 9 a.m. at County
will meet at the home of Eversmeyer
to show
Hospital at an Oc- , Projects chairman
Dakota Feed and Grain to
Kim Davis McFarlen. slides about birds.
7:00,9:25 +2:00 Sat.,Sun
tober meeting of the Wilma Beatty announced
go to Kenlake Tennis
For directions to her
Theta Department of members are still collecCenter to play.
home call 436-5604.
Martha Inilv
Music
Departm
Murray Woman's Club at ting for the business porent
of
wn Mt Mato/
The lineup is as
Murray Woman's Club
the club house.
tion of the fund drive for By Abigail Van Buren
Monday,Nov.16
will meet at 7:30 p.m. follows:
The speaker who was in the Kentucky Arthritis
Court One — Cathy
Penny Homemakers at club house
with procharge of the organiza- Chapter.
Club will meet at 1 p.m.in gram by Betty Thomp- Mattis, Annette Alextion
of the program here
Hostesses were Oneida
ander, Leisa Faughn,and
the home of Maudena son, Barbara Jewell,
in Jan. 1980 told of the Boyd, Anita Mansfield,
and
Cathy Young.
Butterworth. Members Fransuella
Cole.
organization about its and Louise Miller.
Court Two — Deanna '
note change of date as Hostesses will be Dorothy
purpose of helping the
The department will
previously announced.
Crouse, Rebecca Dublin, Parker, Jerlene Sullivan, terminally ill person suf- meet Monday, Nov. 16, at DEAR ABBY: In 1930 I gave birth to a baby girl out of
wedlock. When she was a year old I married a man
Carol
Waller,
and Renee fering from cancer.
Suzanne Johnson, Clara
who
7:30 p.m. at the club she thinks is her father. Today she
Bluegrass State CB Humphrey, and Jo Cur- Wynn
is a lovely Christian wife
Louise Sickle is now house with Neva G. and mother.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. ris.
director of the Hospice Allbritten to be the I am worried now because I'm afraid one day she will
at Joe's Family
Program.
speaker. Hostesses will have to send for her birth certificate to get a passport or
Restaurant.
other reason, and she will learn the truth. Abby, I
Retirees of Local 1068
Cole
was
introduc
ed
by
be Pauline Parker, Jan some
Report
have cried this room full of tears. Is there any way I
UAW-CIO, Tappan Comcan
Margare
t
Cavitt,
pro- Hough,and Lucy Forrest. get a birth certificate for my
LATE SHOW TRI & SAT
Recovery, Inc., will pany, will have covered Adults 164 Nursery 2
daughter with my husband's
. Akar lie IMiI
name on it as her father?
meet at 7:30 p.m. in dish supper at 5:30 p.m. 11-10-81
:S OR OloiR Ott, • II 10 PM
I am desperate to get this done before I die. I am 73 and
Health Center, North at First Christian
NEWBORN
more than willing to pay for any trouble you have to go to
Seventh and Olive Church. This will be the
get this information for me.
ADMISSIONS
Streets,
Thanksgiving event.
Barber, Baby Boy
NEEDS HELP
(Rhonda), 213 N. 13th
DEAR NEEDS: Two important questions need
Murray.
Fruces Drake
answering: Did the man who fathered your daughter
DISMISSALS
FOR SUNDAY;NOVEMBER 15, 1981
sign any paternity papers? Did your husband legally
Howard E. Herndon What kind of day will
adopt your daughter?
tomorIf no paternity papers were signed, and your hus318 Irvan, Murray, Hilary row be? To find out what the (Aug.23toSept.22)
A. Reed, 312 S. 15th, Mur- stars say, read the forecast Morning hours are your best band legally adopted your daughter, when the adopoccurred a new set of birth certificates would
ray, Danny Joe Burkeen, given for your birth Sign.
time for socializing. Later, a tion
have been made up naming your husband as you.
financial concern could daughter
Rt. 6, Murray, Jennifer
father.(No mention of adoption appears
dampen your mood. Keep in on these's
M. Pardue, Rt. 1 Bx.
new birth certificates.)
touch
with
relatives.
322B, Almo, James An- AitilS
Your state department of health (birth and death
LIBRA
_records division) has this information on file.
drew Pardue, Rt. 1 Bx. (Mar•
•
It
would be wise to ask a lawyer to guide you.Good luck
322B, Almo, Billy Joe Try utilizing the morning (SePt. 23 to Oct.22) -hours to catch up on office Be cose-mou
l
and
thed
God
bless.
about
Chadwick, Rt. 5, Bx. 2105, work. A friend
could put a career developments.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a good man, but he doesn't
Murray, Georgia A. Keel damper on your mood ill the let a groundless lack ofDon't
con- know how to be a father. He says he loves our children
9
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, afternoon. Trust hunches.
fidence hold You back. Khan- and 11), but he rarely talks to them except when they(6,
ask
Hazel.
cial hunches pay off.
TAURUS
him a question or when discipline is needed. He rarely even
Alice Jackie Epps and (APr• 20to May 20) tS
SCORPIO
touches them or takes them anywhere. He rarely goes to
Baby Girl, Rt. 7, Benton, Plunge in and tackle (Oct.23to Nov.21) nt•eV school functions or sports events, even when the children
Mary Ann Kurz, 1707 creative projects'1/4c-ai visits You may receive an imrita- are involved. And on those very rare occasions when he
Parklane, Murray, San- have romantic overtones' Lion to travel and have mixed goes, he always acts as though he'd rather be somewhere
dra Jay Henson, Rt. 4, Think positively about a feelings about it. Think things else.
health or work program.
through and rise above self- We do very little as a family together. Their childish noise
Benton, Jonathon P. GEMINI
drives him into a gloomy silence and he takes off to be alone.
n -,..- imposed limitations.
Webb, Rt. 6 Bx. 144, Par- (May 21 to June 20). ''''," SAGITTA
RIUS
#On days when he's home, he finds numerous errands to
arg
busy himself, or he sleeps late.
ris, Tenn., Alice Jane Shop for essential domestic (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Fitch, 1666 Ryan, Mur- items. A child or loved one Career moves pay off and I've tried hard to love him and accept him as he is, but I
ray, Emma Nell Henson, may have a financial problem. initiative is accented. A friend get few compliments on a meal or a well-run house. I know
God can heal this home and that is what I am hoping for.
Rt. 3, Benton, Jimmy Trust instincts about a work may not be able to repay a I've mentioned
my sad situation to some of my friends and
loan. Privacy leads to new find that others have it,
Wayne Dowdy, 303 Prbject•
too.
CANCER
understan
/....&
ding
of
self.
Chestnut, Murray.
When are husbands going to wake up and realize their
(June
21
July
to
CAPRICO
22)
c...41
RN
responsibilities to their families? What do you tell a- child
Allen F. McCuiston, CR
Yfl who
feels fatherless with a father in the house?
Bx. 166, New Concord, Much gadding about is in- (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
dicated.
Eulala B. Elkins, 832 high. A Creative energy is Time away together will Abby, I know he loves us, but how I wish he'd show it..
relative may be restore vitality to a romance. Print this. It might help.
Hurt, Murray, Connie moody. Don't be surprised
if a Think more positively about a
NAMELESS IN MAINE
1
Adams, 423 S. 10th, Mur- date is cancelled.
I
career matter. Enjoy private
ray, Andrew B. Marello, LEO
DEAR NAMELESS: Your problem is a familiar one
moments when you can.
j .
' 11111r
in many homes. Fathers who don't know how to
707 Poplar, Murray,(July23toAug.22)
AQUARIUS
show love or relate to their children are usuallymen
Ethel -E. Scott, 6A DeaPite intetTuPtiana. You'll (Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Don't let You have extra vitality, but who themselves had no father-son relationship while
Waldrop Tr. Ct., Murray, accomplish much. p
tak .he o d m the be careful not to push yourself growing up. I urge you both to talk to a marriage or
Leo A. Erwin, Rt. 4, Mur- aepression Take
family counselor. And if you belong to a church, your
afternoon.
to enjoy too hard. Advice you receive clergym
ray, Mary M. Rogers (exwill be happy to counsel you. If your
domesticit
now is liable to be unduly husband an
pired), 210 Irvan, Mur- raw y.
is, as you say, a good man, he will want to
pessimisti
c.
learn how to be an involved family man. Help him.
ray.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XQP DEAR ABBY: I'm a 15-year-old girl with a problem and I
Partners are in the mood for need an answer fast! I've been out with only four guys, and
exciting times. Be a good they were all alike. On the first date they tried to go as far
sport and don't dampen their as they could with me, and when they couldn't get very far,
74 is terribly depressing. I'm a nice,
enthusiasm. A career tip is they dumped me."41;
respectable girl, and
ple tell me I have a good personality
worthwhile.

Hospice Program
Discussed At Meet

EXCALIBUR
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Absent Father Remains
A Haunting Presence

Your Individual
Horoscope
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SEE SANTA AT SEARS
MONDAY OR TUESDAY
between 0 and 8:30 pm
NOVEMBER 10 and 17
GET A GIFT WITH ANY
50 OR MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER RACED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Santa will haulmsfor the kiddies
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
4

Sears

I

. Bel Air Center

Mon.-Sat.
9-5:30

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

vs

YOU BORN TODAY thrive
on large enterprises and are a
good money-maker.Though at
home in the business world,
you're more inclined to a professional career. Law,politics
and medicine are some of the
fields for which you have a
special affinity. Your inventive ability may -lead you to
make an original contribution
to either the arts or sciences.

Start your own
Christmas tradition with
Christmas Tree by
64,06C
, Holidays are happ,er more leshre
when you ;et your ,
table .v.th the charm and cheer
Of Spode s Chnstmas
Tree Iptecel3uffet Set And ft;hat a
thoughtful g.71 able

Furches Jewelry
753-2835 113 S. 4th

and I'm not too bad-looking.
I don't know why this keeps happening. All these guys
I've been out with were about my age and considered nice
and decent, but when they couldn't get past heavy kissing,
that was the last I saw of them. Please help.
BROKEN-HEARTED FOUR TIMES

DEAR BROKEN-HEARTED: Some guys like to
"test" a girl. The ones who don't give them everything they want are considered the cream of the crop.
More girls have been dumped for giving too much too
soon than giving too little on a first date. Don't cry
too hard. They may be back. And if they aren't who
needs them?

'O
PE
N
SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00
EVERY SUNDAY 'TIL CHRISTMAS

PAGES THE NUR R AI • 14.. LEM ERA TIMES.Segurda .'Aoterriber 14. 1gal

Hints For Holiday Spending Offered

NORANDA ALUMINUM SCHOLARSHIPS — Two junior students at Murray
State University — Rim Epley of Powderiy and Mike Fulton of Evansville,Ind.
— chat with an official of Noranda Aluminum,Inc., of New Madrid, Mo., after
they were each awarded a $500 scholarship by the firm. Making the presentations was Bill Swann (left), manager of phuming and development. Mies Epley is
an electrical engineering technology major and Fulton a civil engineering
technology major. Norancla Aluminum presents $500 scholarships each year to
two engineering technology students.

Harmon, Haywood Appointed
To Positions At Westvaco
WICKLIFFE, Ky. —
John B. Harmon and L.
Paul Haywood have been
appointed to positions of
greater responsibility
within the wood procurement organization of
Westvaco Corporation's
Fine Papers Division.
Harmon has been named assistant wood procurement manager for
the division in anticipation that he will succeed
wood procurement
manager L. D. Peterson
on his retirement next
year. Harmon will be
located at Bloomington,
Md., near the company's
large mill at Luke.
Haywood succeeds Harmon as Wood Procurement Manager for the
_company's pulp and
papermaking facility at
Wickliffe.
A native of South
Carolina, Harmon joined
the company in

November 1951 at
Westvaco's Charleston,
S. C. mill. In March 1956,
he was promoted to a

John B.Harmon
District Superintendent
for the wood procurement
department of the Cov-

ington, Va., mill and in
1966 transferred to the
Fine Papers Division. He
was promoted to wood
procurement manager
for Wickliffe in June 1967.
Harmon earned his B.
S. degree in forestry from
the University of.Georgia
and for a short time was
employed as an assistant
forester with the South
Carolina Forestry Commission. '
He and his wife, Billie,
have resided in Mayfield
since coming to western
Kentucky in 1967. They
are the parents of two
daughters, Mrs. Bonnie
Howard of Mayfield, and
Clair, a senior at Murray
State University, and one
son, Barry, a
veterinarian who is studying for his advanced
degree in pathology at
Auburn University.
Haywood is a native
West Virginian who joined Westvaco as a

Outstanding Alumnus
Named By Department
Harice R. Page, a
managing partner of the
Nashville office of Ernst
and Whinney, an international Certified Public
Accounting firm, has
been named as the
Outstanding Alumnus of
1981 by the Department of
Accounting and Finance
at Murray State University.
He was .recognized at
the second annual banquet of the department

associated are registered
with the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
He is a member of the
Nashville Area Chamber
of Commerce and an
associate of the Owen
Graduate School of
Management at Vanderbilt University.
Page served on the
steering committee of the
School of Accountancy
and on the President's
Council at the University
of Florida at Gainesville.
He was also a member of
the steering committee at
the University of North
Florida.
He is married to the
former Shirley Joyce of
Trigg County and is the
son of Myrtle R. Page of
Murray Route 6 and the
late Ernest Page.

JPPCA Meet

Scheduled
Harice R.Page
and introduced to the
,gathering of about 80 people by Dr. John A.
Thompson, chairman of
the department. Page,
formerly of Trigg County
and later of Murray, is
the first recipient of the
award.
A 1963 graduate of Murray State, Page is a Certified Public Accountant
in Kentucky, Georgia,
Florida, North Carolina,
Louisiana and Tennessee.
He assumed his new
responsibilities as a
managing partner of Ernst and Whinney in
Nashville Oct. 1.
Formerly he had served the firm as a partner'
in the Louisville office, as
regional personnel partner for ihe.Southeastern
region in Atlanta and as a
managing partner of the
Jacksonville, Fla.,office..
Page has extensive experience in banking, insurance, .real. estate,
government, personnel
serviees; health.cure and
not-for-profit organizations. Many of the clients
with yolfirn he has been

TIl Jackson Purchase
PCA will have its 48th annual stockholders
meeting at Calloway
County High School,
Tuesday, Nov., 17, at 7
p.m., according to
Charles Magness,
association president.
PCA members from
both Marshall and
Calloway Counties will
meet in the cafeteria at
Calloway High.
Directors from
Ballard, Fulton and
Carlisle Counties will be
elected this year. A
member for the 1982
nominating committee
representing the Murray
office will be elected from
two nominees; Dwaine
Rogers from Calloway
County and Terry Green
from Marshall County.
A meal will be served
and dinner entertainment
will be provided by "The
Southern Brothers." According to _Mike Overcast, Murray -Office
Manager, there .will be a
drawing for door prizes
following the business
meeting.
,
„
All PCA mem nth" are.
urged to attend, Overcast
said.

L.Paul Hatwood
research forester in
February 1959. Later that
year he was transferred
to the wood procurement
organization at the
Charleston mill. From
1960 to 1962, Haywood
worked with a pulp wood
dealer in South Carolina
in a program to help
strengthen the dealer
system of providing wood
to the Charleston mill.
He returned to the
Westvaco organization in
September 1962 as a wood
procurement forester for
the Luke mill and in June
1967 was promoted to
district wood procurement manager for the
Wickliffe mill, located in
Jackson,Tennessee.

(EMMA'S NOTE
— The following is the
first in a series of five
articles concerning
holiday spending
issued by the Kentucky Society of Certified Public Accountants,Louisville.)
Retailers and
manufacturers plan
year round for the holiday season and so
should consumers.
Unless you budget for
holiday spending, the
season of good cheer
could put a less-thancheerful strain on your
cash flow.
CPAs point out that
holiday spending for
food, gifts, and entertainment often is
grossly underbudgeted. To ease that
burden, the Kentucky
Society of CPAs sug-

gests you apply some
of the buying techniques businesses me to
save money and time.
Look into savings at
catalogue shcnvrooms
or mail order bream
the two fastest growing retailers in the Industry. Mail order
sales are up 14 percent
and catalogue
showroom sales are
growing even faster.
CPAs recommend
that you use
catalogues to compare
prices. To make that
process simpler,
familiarize yourself
with which outlets sell
what items. Catalogue
'showrooms lower their
overhead by avoiding
seasonal and fashion
items that require
large inventories.

Equine Industry
Economics Discussed
The economic impact
of Kentucky's equine industry, which includes
donkeys and mules as
well as horses and ponies,
is difficult to gauge. But
there are some definite
indicators.
For example, a Kentucky Horse Council
survey put the state's
equine population at over
200,000 head with an
estimated value of nearly
$2 billion.
That is merely the
capital investment in
the animal; not included
in the tigure are the value
of land devoted exclusively to equines, taxes paid
to state and local governments on such items as
stud fees and wagering,
auction sales,training expenses, impact on
tourism and other
economic factors.
Predominant among
the different horse breeds
found in Kentucky is the
famed Thoroughbred,
which is important both
in racing and breeding.
In 1980, these two industries provided a direct
cash flow of about $254
million to Kentucky's
economy, according to a
report by Killingsworth,
Liddy di Co., a
Thoroughbred research
firm.
Additionally, racing
and breeding activities
created travel expenditures in Kentucky of $39.7 million and
spending at affiliated industries of $39.4 million.
The Killingsworth
report noted that the
direct cash flow from
the state's four
Thoroughbred tracks —
Churchill Downs,
Keeneland, Latonia and
Ellis Park — totaled $36.4
million last year. Of this
total, more than $12
million went to state and
local governments in the
form of the state tax on
wagering ($10.7 million),
unclaimed winning
tickets, license fees,sales
tax and corporate incoem
tax.
Kentucky's Thoroughbred breeding industry,
which employs more
than 3,000 people

annually,

Pays salaries
and wages of some $33.4
million; its purchases of
goods and services, consisting of such items as
instirance, feed and bedding, transportation,
utilities and real estate
taxes, amounted to $75
million.
The overall investment
of Thoroughbred
breeders in Kentucky is
well over $1 billion, the
Killingsworth report
said. Included in the
figure are the value of the
approximately 100,000
acres devoted to breeding
and investment in
valuable. stallions and
mares and their offspring:
Other breeds that make
substantial contributions
to the state's economy include the American Saddle Horse, the Standardbred and the Tennessee
Walking Horse.
• The Saddlebred, which
developed into a distinct
breed in Kentucky,
makes if economic contribution through
numerous breeding and
training operations in the
state, particularly in
Shelby County, and at
county fair horse shows
and larger ones such.as
the Junior League show
in Lexington.
The Junior League
show, the largest outdoor
Saddle Horse show in the
world, brings people from
all over North America to
spend a week in Lexington; it has been
estimated to be worth
over $1 million to the
economy of Fayette
County.
Another indication of
the Saddlebred's importance to Kentucky is
the location of the national headquarters, the
American Saddlebred
Horse Association, in
Louisville"; a musew
which features the breed
also is in Louisville.
Racing and breeding
operations for the Standardbred, readily
recognizable as the
harness race horse which
pulls the light twowheeled sulky, also are
significant in Kentucky.

INVEST 1
EVENING IN
YOUR FUTURE

They handle )ewelry
and watches, which
are not seasonal.
To offer big discounts on certain
items, showroom discounts on other items
might not bees large.
Using the manidacturer's suggested
prices in the
catalogues you can
compute the savings
on different items. The
effective dates for
most catalogues are
clearly displayed; bid
if manufacturer's
prices shift
dramatically, the
catalogue's price may
be raised to retain the
store's profit margin
or lowered to remain
in competition with
other stores.
When comparing
prices, add the cost for
gas or transportation
to the store price as
well as fees for a
tabysitter and noncompensated time last
from work. To mail
order pries, add expenses'for postage and
handling, and costs for
phone calls if toll free
service is not
available. Whether it
is a catalogue

showroom, department store, or mail
order house, aik if
your purchase may be
gift wrapped or, if you
mast send it, mailed
from the store.
Your biggest seemay be m time
and energy. U the
price differences
among all there options are not significant, incidental expenses might make
mail order more convenient and cost effective. However, if you
are an impulse buyer,
shopping by
catalogues with its 24hour service using maOr credit cards, could
be devastating to your
budget. To shop efficiently call ahead
about prices, sizes,
and available stock
U you have money to
spend, but not the
cash,credit cards may
be your answer. Be
careful about overextending credit and
dragging payments
through the new year;
such practices only
add the finance charge
to your principal cost.
You might find that
time, rather than

money. IS your shoppMg problem. If so, conhiring someone
to shop for you. While
professional services
are available from
businesses, some
department stores offer personal shoppers.
You can even call and
have items ready for
your approval on appointment. Another
alternative is luring a
responsible young
adult in your
neighborhood With all
this help, however, you
still need to provide
ideas for the shopper
If you never seem to
know what to buy, consider gift certificates
They eliminate conflicts in taste and practically assure your gift
will be well received
Also, the recipient can
profit by using the certificate at a January
sale.
For the unusual gift.
try a museum shop If
you are a member of
the museum, your discount could provide
considerable savings
For example, if a 15
percent discount is
available on an PS
statue, you save $12.75

CLINIQUE COMES TO MURRAY — Christie Toggle, staff supervisor for the
Clinique Chicago region, tested customers' skin types with the Clinique Computer at Watkins of Murray.

Firm Adds Product
Watkins of Murray, a
branch of Watkins of
Paducah, has added
Clinique products to its
line of "fine fragrances
and accessories."
According - to Murray
store manager Carol
Falwell, Watkins will
carry "the entire line of
Clinique except for men's
products which will be
available at the Paducah
store."

tremely fair-skinned,
fine-pored and dry; Type
II, somewhat fair skinned, partly oily and
partly dry; Type III, a
mosaic of types with
some characteristics of
fragile and oil-rich skin;
and Type IV, olive-toned
skin with oiliness often to
the brink of breakout,
Teeple said.
Clinique products are
allergy-tested and
fragrance-free, Teeple
said. All products are
clinically formulated by
dermatologists to improve texture, comfort

and appearance of the
skin,she added.
The three step. threeproduct, three-minute
system (soap, clarifying
lotion and moisturizing
lotion i was devised by the
dermatologists and had
been tested many years
prior to Clinique's entrance -to the market 13
years ago,Teeple said.
Clinique also sells a
wide variety of accessories, including
cleansing creams, makeup removers, sun care
items and hair care products, Teeple said.

Christie Teeple, staff
supervisor for the Clinique Chicago region, was
in the Murray store all
week testing customers' 10•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1111
•
skin for strength and con- •
•
dition.
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
•
•
•
Teeple used the "Clini- •
que Computer," a question and answer device
programmed by Clinique
e
dermatologists to deter- •
•
•
mine skin types and to in- •
•
•
•
dicate beauty needs.
"presenting
•
•
•
•
•
The computer • American and International Traveltime
•
•
classifies skin in four II
•
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groups — Type I, ex- •
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Quick-Scoring Lakers Staggered In Long Run
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
An inspired Calloway
County football team
stunned Franklin Simpson with two first
quarter touchdowns, but
the comeback team of
1981 fell just short of
beating the odds in the
first round of the state
Class AAA playoffs in a
20-14 brawl Friday at
Laker Stadium.
Lakers, with an obvious
disadvantage in size and
reserves, struck quickly
as tailback Jeff Garrison
rolled right and threw a
perfect option pass to
Craig Darnell for a 56yard gain to the Cats 11yard line. Quarterback
Tim Brown kept the ball
himself the next play and
completed the drive with
a 10-yard run up the middle to the end zone.
On the ensuing kickoff,
a Calloway defender
stripped the ball loose
THREADING THE NEEDLE — Franklin-Simpson quarterback Mike Metcalf (8) finds a rapidly closing
from Wildcat Pat Flippin
and Marty Hayes took it
gap to squirt through in the Wildcats'game at Laker Stadium Friday.
Photo by Jim Rector
23 yards on a dead run to
paydirt. But the crowd's
jubilation subsided when
they spotted offensive/defensive starter
and kicker Don Hargrove
injured on the field. In a
With just over three said Greene. Our depth double figures.
rebounds in the same con- kickoff collision, the
weeks of pre-season drills factor appears greatly
Greene has also test while the 6-8',2 Cur- senior standout received
concluded, Murray State improved."
witnessed improvement ran was impressive with a gash on his face which
The luxury of a long inside with three sizeable 22 points and seven re- required 25 stitches. With
basketball coach Ron
Greene has already notic- bench was a missing in- transfers - Ricky Hood, bounds.
Hargrove out, Calloway
ed one major difference gredient in last year's 17- Mike Brady and Sammy
called on freshman Greg
narrow
We
hope
to
in his team over last 10 squad as the Racer Curran - all in contention
Baker, who split the
year's successful unit.
bench was outscored 384- for considerable playing down our personnel pret- uprights to put his team
but
that's
ty
not
soon
to
"It's good to be in a 301 during the season. time.
say that anyone will have on top 14-0:
position to make a Evidence of the Racers
The 'Cats regained
a lock on a position," said
They
add
a
new
substitution without a depth was obvious in a retheir composure in the selike
Greene.
the
-We're
dimension
to
our
inside
glaring weakness show- cent scrimmage when 10
money market, high one cond quarter with a 6ing with the change," of the 16 players scored in game,"said Greene.
play, 55-yard drive for a
day and low the next."
ampiII
Hod,a 6-7 transfer from
score and then picked up
Mississippi State, scored
Murray State will be in more momentum with a
15 points, pulled down 14 Eminence, Ky., Saturday 99-yard scoring drive
rebounds and contributed for an intrasquad scrim- which took up the last five
seven assists in the most mage in Sleets' minutes of the half.
recent intrasquad scrim- hometown. Murray
Franklin-Simpson exmage. Brady, a powerful State's first contest at hibited the power of its of6-7 center, scored 19 Racer Arena will be Nov. fensive fine with a drive
points and pulled down 11 19 against Marathon Oil.
the length of the field
Enjoy a
after being pinned down
visit in your
by a punt on its own 1new home.
yard line. The 'Cats'
sophomore quarterback
Mike Metcalf, behind
good protection, led his
Yor new home can be ''Home

Racer Cagers: Depth Is Difference

t

ikome itqok

CORRECTION

Sweet Home" more
uckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit
Tips about our neighborhooci. Tips about good place
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for'
more gifts froi'n civic minded businesses. That's what
my visit is all about — and its free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i
such a special treat. We've been greeting people to
over 50 years'. Just call me.

Katherine Outland 753-3079
Hostesess
Engeborg King (Asst.) 492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst) 753-5570

Due to a printing error in Thursday
night's paper, we have a correction for
Wal-Marts advertisement the Johnson's
Baby Powder listed at $13.00 should
have been $1.96

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY I MARATHON OIL
THURSDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
"BACK THE RACERS NIGHT"
1,000 Free Tickets Available At Your Murray AMOCO Dealers
Martin Amoco

AMOCO Car Washes

team downfield on four
passes to Houston Smith,
who grabbed the last pass
of the drive at the Laker
13 with defenders Garrison and Tommy
Workman sandwiching
him on the sideline. With
time running out,
Franklin-Simpson needed
five more plays to score,
with Metcalf sneaking
over from the one with
:04 left.
Gerald Anderson,
replacing the injured
Dwayne Young, scored
the winning points for
Franklin-Simpson when
he narrowly squeezed
across the line after the
-Lakers had made a
gallant three-play effort
to keep him out. Houston
Smith's extra point kick
failed when the snap was
juggled and Wildcat
coach James Mathews
began to worry that the
missed kick would return
to haunt his squad later in
the fourth period.
"About the time they
were making that drive
near the end of the game
that missed extra point
was looming big in my
mind." However, the 'Cat
mentor had his fears
dissolved when the Laker
drive stalled on a controversial penalty.
Although Harp
acknowledged that the
game's outcome could
not be blamed on the officials, he emphasized
that Franklin-Simpson
was awarded four time
outs — one more than the
three allowed — in the second half. He also pointed
to the delay of game
penalty assessed to CCHS
late in the game after being awarded a time out.
The Lakers took the
'Cats final kickoff and
marched from their own
33 to the visitors' 11-yard
line behind fullback Tommy Workman. The senior
fullback banged his way
to two first downs and
then exploded 15 yards up
the middle to the five.
Garrison was caught
behind the line on the

NEW YORK (AP) —
With one set of numbers
reviewed, baseball's
owners and general
managers turn to another
line of figures as they try
to strengthen their teams
with free agents.
Batting averages,
home run totals, won-lost
records, - innings pitched
and dozens of other
statistics that pour from
the national pasttime
have been dissected and
decisions made on who
among the 41 eligible
players would be selecLed
or ignored.
Now, attention focuses
on the bottom line — that
string of digits,
preceeded by a dollar

sign and often containing
six zeroes, which will
determine if a team can
lure a free-agent star to
new environs.
"This weekend,"
Baltimore Orioles
General Manager Hank
Peters said after Friday's sixth annual reentry draft, "is when we
really start to work."
Conducted under a new
set of rules born of the
midsummer strike and
with some of the biggest
potential free agents
already signed to new,
multimillion-dollar contracts, the draft contained few surprises.
Reggie Jackson, the
first player chosen when

free ripened fruit, delivered direct to Form Bureau office
second or Hiird week in December. Send order form or coil
753-4703.

Last Date orders accepted Nov.24

-Tickets $5 and i4

Call 753-6800F.SeNssan Tickets

-

Please enter our order for
Box Navel
Oranges 415 Bu.
$12.50
Box Hamlin
Oranges, 4/5 Bu.
$9.95
Box Pink Seedless
Grapefruit, 4/5 Bu.
$9.00
Box Orlando
Tangelos,4/5 Bu
$9.50
Case *HiDensity Frozen
Orange Juice, 24-12 Oz. Cons
$30.50
Case *HiDensity Froz. Grapefruit
Juice, 24-12 Oz,Cans
$23.50
Case *Lemonade Concentrate,
24-12 Oz.Cans
$11.$0
Pecans, One-pound
- ;—
—
Bogs(Shelled halves)
$3.75
Southern Fried Peanutt, 20 Oz. Cans
$2.15
•Moy be diluted with S cows of water.

- MARATHON OIL ROSTER

NAME

Jim Andrews-Kentucky
Dwayne Casey-Kentucky
Louie Dampier-Kentucky

Bill Gaines-Transylvania
Bob Guyette-Kentucky
Jerry Hale-Kentucky

James Lee-Kentucky
Jim Lemaster-Kentuchy
Henry Ray-McNeese State

Scoring
Franklin-Strop. 0 14 0 6 00
Calloway
14 0 0 0 14
Scoring Plays
Calloway — Brown 10 run
i Hargrove kick )
Calloway — Hayes 23 yard
return of kickoif fumble ( Baker
kick )
Franklin — Metcalf 10 run
(Smith kick)
Franklin — Metcalf ; ran
(Smith kick)
Franklin — Anderson 1 run
( kick failed)

LAST GASP — Pat Flippin picked this Tim
Brown pass from the clutches of Laker receiver
Craig Darnell (20) to seal a 20-14 Franklin-Simpson
comeback win.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Baseball Draft Comes To Bucks

1981 Florida Citrus Fruit Program

_-

way all of them gave
their all. Our season was
a result of how bad our
kids wanted it and how
hard our coaChing staff
worked."
Initially, the post-game
lockeroom was a dismal
scene, but later the
players held their heads
up and discussed the experience of competing
among the best.
After all, as Harp said,
"They're champions."

Money Makes Decisions Now

Calloway County Farm Bureau

iflx

next play, moving the
ball back to the 11. With
2:13 left, the Lakers called for time out.
After the time out they
were penalized for delay
of game. The controversial call knocked the wind
out of Calloway, as a pass
to Darnell was broken up
in the end zone and a last
ditch pass to Hargrove,
who had returned from
the hospital, came up
short of a first down.
After the game, Harp
praised Hargrove's
"intestinal fortitude" for
returning to the game
and said he "was cut to
the bone, but he didn't
want to come out."
The senior, he said,
typified the performance
of the whole team this
year. "It represents the

ADDRESS

Telephone No.

Zip Cede_

the first re-entry draft
was conducted in 1976,
was No.1 again, selected
by the Toionto Blue Jays.
Some see Jackson as past
his prime at age 35, but
seven other teams also
picked him.
"If we didn't see Reggie as a productive,
dominating ballplayer,
we wouldn't have drafted
him," said Joe Torre, the
new manager of the
Atlanta Braves. "Ted
Turner (the Braves'
temperamental owner)
isn't looking for an ego
trip by drafting him."
Jackson's New York
Yankee teammate, Ron
Guidry, was the most
popular player of the day,
selected by 17 teams. The
Yankees also retained
negotiating rights to the
ace left-hander.
"We are not going to be
unreasonable," said John
Schneider, Guidry's
agent and longtime
friend. "We're going to
have a pricetag for each
of 18 ballclubs, what they
can reasonably offer to
pay. Eighteen
pricetags."
Schneider said Guidry
would seek a five-year,
guaranteed, no-cut,
no-trade contract. He
reportedly rejected a
Yankees -offer of a
three-yeor deal worth
$2.4 million.
Pitchers led the selection list. Guidry was
followed by John Denny,
with 13, and Joaquin Andujar, with 11. Outfielder
Dave Collins was picked
by 10 teams, but his old
club — Cincinnati — failed to retain his
negotiating rights.
The Reds and Houston
both made Guidry their
first-round pick, then
dropped out of the draft.

Minnesota, San Diego
and Detroit made no
selections.
Pittsburgh, coming off
a disappointing season,
picked the most players
— 15 — and pushed the
draft to 18 rounds.
The Yankees had announced last week —
after acquiring outfielder
Ken Griffey in a trade
from Cincinnati and thus
removing him from the
free-agent market — that
they would forego this
year's draft. But after
passing on the first
round, the Yanks plunged
in, drafting five players
and retaining rights to
Jackson, Guidry, pitch&
Dave LaRoche and outfielder Bobby Murcer.
Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner, one of the
draft's biggest spenders
in years past, said last
week's statement had
been nothing more than
predraft strategy.
Guidry was the only
one of three Type A free
agents to elicit much
interest. Ed Farmer was
selected by Atlanta,
Philadelphia, St. Louis
and Texas, and his rights
were retained by the
Chicago White Sox. Dick
Tidrow was drafted by
only the Phillies and the
White Sox,and so became
eligible to negotiate with
all 26 teams including the
Chicago Cubs, his old
club.
Type A players are
thOSeranking in the top 20
percent of statistics for
their positions over the
last two seasons. The
category was created in
the strike settlement, and
it means that their old
clubs will be able to select
compensation from a pool
of roster talent if they
sign with another team.
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Maybe There Is something
To This Friday 13th Myth

Jarring Knock..
LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE — An
unidentified Laker collided with Wildcat Pat
Flippin (24) and jarred the ball loose on a
kickoff return in the first half. An alert Marty
Hayes(52)scooped up the errant ball and raced for a touchdown (below ) to put Calloway
County ahead, 14-0.

Football makes a na
tion hardy It builds
resistance by making
people sit on a cold
stadium seat in rain or
snow.

...Leads To TD Trip

Covering
All Fields

You gotta hand it to
11) JIM RECrOH
those kids from
tilirts Editor
Calloway.
If ever a team played
with heart
the get 5 stitches to close a awards banquet
Calloway County !Akers cut •undig- his right eye
The ceremony will be
did Friday night against and another player. conducted in
the MHS
Franklin-Simpson. If Roland Conoley was cafeteria
ever two teams showed helped from the field with
Coach John lima led his
more spunk, more desire. a banged up
knee. Both 1981 Tigers to the team's
more guts in a high school players returned to the first winning season 46-Si
football game, this writer fracas later, but in the since 1979 when MHS
has yet to see them.
meantime another Laker recorded an identical 6.6
If you missed last required a trip to the
night's Class AAA emergency room with a mark.
regional showdown at possible concussion, plus
Laker Stadium - you a cheerleader fell during
really missed a knock- an exercise and limped
down, Katie-bar-the-door around while in another
,brutal football game.
incident a member of
Guys were hittin' some the (VHS band collapsed
licks, the ol' pads were and W4,5 being.treaLecl on
really poppin' between the track surrounding the
the hometowners and the field.
'Cats from way over
What a night' What a
there in Franklin.
,
night '
Franklin-Simpson
The remark of one
coach James "Shade' reporter on the sidelines
Mathews, whose chewing summed
up the
gum got an overtune catastrophic situation —
CftlAR Clatakiftio•
workout during the game,
must be playing
"They
praised the staying power this game to the death!"
of both squads. 'They
For all the marbles —
jumped on us early and yes:For life
or death
they never quit. I thank
well, that's debatable.
God we didn't either. I
Both teams had their
was real proud of both
Photos by Jim Rector
share of hard knocks and
teams — they were
breaks and for some
knocking some people bad
who...thought there might
around,out there like the
have been a few conheves.* %some at for bale
game's supposed to be.
0901
tot Veat.94 ,so. Or
troversial
calls there's
Some may argue with
•44, yea vs.% 10.4 .••••
this
consolation:
Mathews' idea of -what
firfaKI•ei
0,41..a.,
Maybe there is
ST* Mil I, eaanaies •••
the game's supposed to
veep ni gm, moimilfic 4#.41
be," but if he meant keep- something to the Friday
a000000bit IF
pv1/12111
ing the ambulance crews the 13th business after
kefehol /112 *Naafi pools• of
all
CO2111$02, STA alit Cilia.
and team trainers busy
two scores and ran for a
Draws MIA sad forynal
on the sidelines, then the
third. Franklin-Simpson
School officials • angame was definitely a
got by Calloway County
nounced
that Thursday at
success.
20-14 on Gerald AnderWhy, at One point in the 6:30 p.m. the Murray
son's one-yard run in the
gathe Calloway County' High School Tiger footfourth quarter.
had Don Hargrove carted ball team would be
The Class AA matchups
away to the hospital to honored in a post-season
feature Bardstown at
Mayfield and
Prestonsburg at
Somerset. Each club is
10-2.
Ken Johnson's 12-yard
run started Bardstown to
a 29-0 romp over Rowan
County, John Redd
returned the opening
kickoff 98 yards to pace
Mayfield's 28-13 decision
over Warren East and
Prestonsburg used two
touchdown passes from
Todd Maim to Jeff Wells
in collaring Johns Creek
27-8.
Bellevue advertised its
hunger for the Class A
crown with a 51-0 rout of
Nicholas County that
featured four touchdown
passes by Steve
Crittenden. Bellevue
earned a semifinal spot
against the winner of
tonight's PikevilleWillItsmsburg match.
The other semifinal
features Paris against
Russellville, a 14-7
winner over Tompkinsville. Tim Williams
passed 55 yards to Joey
Williamson and Clay Parrish took a 42-yard toss
from Dicky Shifflett to
give Russellville a 14-0
first-quarter lead that
stood up the rest of the
way.
1=.• •••••
!
0.
0

quiet
automatic
cellar
draining

Prep Playoffs Continue
Two Of Four Unbeatens Bite
By The Associated Press
Lexington Henry Clay
and Paris, the state's dilly two Unbeaten teams,
remain on track for possible state high school football titles, but two other
previously unbeaten
clubs weren't as lucky.
Somerset pulled the
biggest shocker, handing
Middlesboro its first loss
in 13 starts by a 15-14

score in a Class AA
playoff game. Shannon
Neikirk passed 13 yards
to Allen Sexton with 1:11
left, and the same com-

ed a 28-13 victory.
Tailback John
Bankemper ran for 114
yards and scored on runs
of four and six yards for
Highlands, 11-2.
bination hooked up on a
Henry Clay, 12-0, is
two-point conversion to within two
games of a
provide the difference.
Class AAAA championIn a Class AAA game, ship after a 23-0 defeat of
Lincoln County, 12-1, saw Dixie Heights. Tim
its unbeaten season go Owsley and Alfonzo
down the drain when Fort Ferguson scored firstThomas Highlands claim- period touchdowns to set-

ANCHORED — Laker fullback Tommy Workman (26), who gained 64 yards
against Franklin-Simpson, is tackled here by No. 64 linebacker Major Bradford. Roland Conoley(77)checks the backside for any pursuit.
Photo by Jim Rector

Sports At A Glance
Racer Club
The second annual
Racer Club steak dinner
for the Murray State football team is planned for
Monday night at 6 in
Room 226 of Stewart*
Stadium.
The dinner is open to
the public at a cost of $20
per person. Those planning to attend should contact the following Racer
Club members — Mike
Ridley, E. W. Dennison.
Tommy Sanders, Bill
Riddick, Stuart Post, Joe
Belcher, Gary
Harverstock, Tom
Rushing — or contact.
MSU athletic promotions'
director Jimmy Wilder at
).
.
762,680(:
The MSU football team
will be recognized at the
dinner and Racer football
coach Frank Beamer will
talk briefly about the
Nov. 21 seasori finale
against Western Kentucky in Bowling Green.
The Racers carry a 7-3
won-lor,t record into the

game and can finish in second place in the Ohio
Valley Conference with a
win.

Louisville
Redbirds

Boyer spent 242 years
as manager of the Cardinals before being fired
midway through the 1980
season.

Boxing

NEW YORK (AP —
Gerry Cooney suffered a
back injuil that very
likely ha; knocked him
out of a Dec.5 fight in Las
Vegas against Joe
Bugner, but word was the
A. Ray Smith, owner of top-ranked heavyweight'
the Springfield, Ill., fran- contender's mid-March
chise that has been title bid against tarry
granted approval to Holmes — a match than
relocate in Louisville, would give each fighter
made the announcement $10 million — was not in
at a news conference Fri- jeopardy.
day. The Redbirds team
Cooney pulled a muscle
is a merniler of the Class
_AAA American Associa- in his back during a Tuestion and has a working day sparring session and
agreement with St. Louis. co-manager Mike Jones
said that the injury will
Boyer, 50, was a stan- keep him from training
dout third baseman for for at least two Weeks.
the Cardinals from 1955 Cooney was'ordered by
through 1965, winning the Dr. Jeff Minkoff to
Most Valuable Player refrain from sparring or
apiard in 1964 while any other exercise except
helping the Cardinals to walking for two weeks,
the world championship.
according to Jones
LOUISVII:LE, Ky.
(AP) — Former St. Louis
Cardinal great Ken Boyer
has been natned manager
of Louisville's new minor
league baseball team.

The Dust

tie the issue early. In
Class A, Herman Hutsell
returned a punt 65 yards
with three minutes to
play as Paris nipped
Frankfort 7-0 to run its
record to 11-0.
•
In Jefferson County,
DeSales and Doss each
had narrow escapes in
advancing to the county
final next Friday.
DeSales needed Peter
Wentworth's third
touchdown of the game, a
two-yard run, and Paul
McDonough's extra point
to slip by Butler 21-20.
Doss used a 25-yard field
goal by David Grishman
with 18 seconds left to nip
Ballard 22-20.
Shelby County got by
Henderson County 13-7 to
earn a spot next Friday
opposite Henry Clay. The
winner of that game will
meet the Jefferson County winner Nov.28 for the
Class AAAA title.
Richard Jones' second
TD of the game,a 27-yard
run with 3:07 to go, sparked Shelby County.
In one Class AAA
semifinal, Fort Thomas
Highlands hosts Russell,
a 33-8 winner over Leslie
County. Tim Hammond
ran 74 and three yards for
scores and Rusty Ison
returned a punt 93 yards
for Russell.
The other game matches Elizabethtown, 11-2,
at Franklin-Simpson,
10-3. E'town battered
Woodford County 45-10 as
Bill Ransdell passed for

Murray
Supply
Co. .

FOR
REVIVAL
Come and join us

DEXTER
BAPTIST
CHURCH

contains an electric
dryer, it accounts for
almost four percent
of your total electric
bill. The washer uses little electricity itself, but
approximately 10 percent of your total electric bill is
credited to heating the water to wash your clothes
Reduce your energy useand costs on your next wash
• day by

SAVINGS

• Washing clothes in warm water
• Rinsing clothes in cold water

November 16-22
7:60 p..m.
Bro. Harold -Phillips-Evangelist
Bro. Greg Burton-Pastor
•••

Located 9 miles north of Murray on
Old Hwy. 641, one block behind the
t office.

-.,11111111.

LEAN UP'WITH
ENERGy ,If your laundry area

• ,Drying full loads of clothes without.
- overloading or overdrying

,

.Murray Electric
1V4
System 401 Olive St.

,
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Fins &feathers
WIMP OUTDOORS

By Wads &ems
ia•

When I stopped and
assessed our situation, I
couldn't help breaking
out with a comical laugh.
In our coveralls we were
the only snow in the black
Saskatchewan field. The
night before the plowed
field had been dotted with
patches of a recently
fallen snow, but now the
white stuff had melted.
The field had also been
dotted with giant Canada
geese, big feeding birds
from a nearby lake. We'd
opted for a local
strategy: digging pits in
the dark, setting out
decoys and then waiting
for the geese to return at
first light. To help us hide
in the flat, barren field,
we'd bought white
painter's coveralls. When
the geese were coming, we'd lie still M our
pits, resembling as best
we could another snow
drift. Then, with the birds
in range, we'd sit up and
shoot. The best laid plans.
The "we" included
long-time hunting partners Phil Sumner and
Don Buck. For the past
two falls we've hunted
ducks in Manitoba, and
we've experienced some
great shooting. But this
year we'd changed our
plans and homed in on the
Quill Lakes area of mideastern Saskatchewan.
The lakes are a staging
area for hundreds of
thousands of Canada
geese before they
migrate south into the
states. We'd looked forward to .the change in
scenery and an opportunity for hunting
geese as well as ducks.
I'd made all the arrangements, checking
with local wildlife officers, hunters, motel
owners, etc. Everybody
agreed that the last week
in October would be a
prime time. "Most
American hunters will be
back at home, but the
bulk of the birds will still
be here," said Russ
Brunt, chief wildlife officer for the region.
The drive up was interminable: 34 hours, 1,800
miles, three men, two
dogs, stopping only to eat
and to use the bathroom.
In North Dakota we'd run
into a wall ,of snbw, and
drifts were forming on
the highways. That

should have been an
omen, but we forged
ahead with optimism.
We had reservations at
the Cozy Motel in
Wadena, Saskatchewan.
When we drove up the
highway between Big
Quill and Little Quill
toward Wadena, continuous lines of Canadas
and mallards were headed out of the lakes to the
fields. Our optimism for
good hunting was sky
high.
And the first day's hunt
proved up to our expectations. We quickly located
a vast uncombined barley
field that the mallards
were consuming like so
many locusts on the
march. .The landowner
was more than happy for
us to bang away at the
birds, and the first morning found us pitted into
the frozen ground and
covered in straw stubble.
The ducks came in
waves, and the shooting
was gloriously close. In a
couple of hours we had
our limit of 24, and we
decided, the afternoon
would be spent looking
for geese.
That search was futile,
and we noticed a few
things that made us less
optimistic about our prospects for the coming
week! Everything was
freezing fast. We'd
counted on shooting
ducks on the potholes, but
these mini-marshes now
looked like hockey
arenas. Even the big
lakes were freezing, and
the boat we'd towed from
Kentucky would do us no
good. It looked like the
field shooting was our only bet, and we'd be back
there the next morning.
That night Russ Brunt
told us the ducks and
geese were leaving.
"When the freeze comes
and the grain is covered
by snow, the birds head
south. That's what's happening now. Winter has
come early to the
prairies."
The next morning we
could see evidence of the
exodus. There were far
fewer ducks in the sky
and almost no geese. We
hunted the same pits
where we'd been successful the day before,
and an all day effort
yielded only 15 birds.
The next day was worse

by far. Almost nothing
was flying, and we drove
miles of backroads looking for feeding waterfowl.
We shot only one mallard,
but late in the day we
found the plowed ground
that was serving as the
banquet hall for approximately 300 giant
Canadas. We located the
landowner, secured Ofmission to hunt arid dug
our pits after the sun
went down.
The next morning we
Were back. before dawn,
Jecked out in our white
:overalls
and anticipating full limits of
five geese each. But as
dawn arrived, so did a
heavy fog. We were right
smack in the middle of a
warm front, and the snow
was going fast. We'd
stand out like giants at a
pygmy party in our
coveralls, but we didn't
take them off. The ground
was thawing up as the
snow was melting, and
we didn't want to lay in
mud in our good hunting
duds. The only thing left
to do was use the black
mud to turn our white outfits .dark. Ten minuts,
worth of smearing left "us

looking like giant mud pies. atmosphere of silent
The fog'kept the geese frustration. I unlocked
from flying, and four the door to our room,
hours later we had sore pushed it back and was
backs and sagging greeted by a wall of flyspirits. One flight had ing feathers.
We'd left
slipped through the over- Philip's Labrado
cast and given us a retriever in the room that
chance, but we opted to morning, he'd been
wait til they came bored, and he took out
his
around. They never did.
boredom on my new down
Enough was finally sleeping bag. I never
enough, and we decided knew there were so many
to call this effort quits.
feathers in a four-pound
Don Buck went back for bag.
the truck as Philip and I
Neither did the owner
started filling up the pits of the motel. She'd seen
the mess when she came
and pulling up decoys.
Our '.:good" luck to clean, and she left us a
prevailed. Don stuck the vacuum, mop and a nasty
four-wheeler in a soft note. That's when we
spot. We packed all qur decided we'd curtail our
gear out to the road and ill-fated trip and head
started digging and south into the Dakotas to
Sunken pits and barley stubble offer Phil Sumner and Don Buck plenty
pushing to get the truck try for pheasants.
cover
out. As we were doing so, I'"write about this se- for shooting ducks in Sasketchewan grainfieids. An early freezeup and snow
the fog, suddenly lifted. cond half of our journey sent the birds south,however,and hunting was poor.
Photo By Wade Bourne
Five minutes later next week.
several lines of geese appeared, tried to work the
field and then departed in
the face of our flying in• 'Iola,*
sults.
But that wasn't the
final straw. We finally got
the truck unstuck and
rode in our crusty suits
back to the motel in an

fishing tine

Deer Hunter Leaves Woods,
Returns To First Love

I deer hunted Saturday
morning with the
chuckler from
Schnooglers Cove.
We were in a good area,
but after the sun rose nice
and warm, my thoughts
turned to fishing.
It didn't take very
much to convince the
chuckler that it would be
nicer on the water than it
was in the woods..
We launched at
Kenlake and proceeded
southward, casting the
rocky points and treetops
on the main lake.
My hunting/fishing
buddy is better known as
Larry Marrs, so to avoid
ANTELOPE — Dale Thompson, top, and Bobby confusion I will
explain
Johnson bagged these horned antelope on a recent about the chuckle.
It
hunting trip in the west.
came about after Larry
read my column the week
before about me catching

so many fish of different
species,on one white jig.
It isn't that he didn't
totally believe me, it was
more like I was shooting
a line of fishing bull, just
to make a story.
Well, Larry started
casting with a crawfish
crankbait and caught a
nice Kentucky bass real
quick. However, we
didn't fish over fifty
yards of rocky bank until
my white jig went into action.
It was still tied onto my
ultralight rod from the
week before so I went to
work with it.
We found the crappie
right away in the area I
hoped they would be and I
must tell you, Larry
Marrs switched to a white
jog with style!

We covered a lot of
water that afternoon hitting select spots for a few
casts and then moving on.
The afternoon was a
complete success with
our total catch consisting
of 20 crappie, 8 striped
bass, 2 Kentucky bass, 1

bluegill, 5 drum, one of
these weighed 12 pounds,
and 2 catfish.
By the end of the day
Larry was thoroughly
convinced that it was
possible to catch a lot of
fish on white jigs.
Happy Fishing

i

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

753-9131

Hw.641 South

Your U-Haul Headquarters
RANDY REDDEN shows the 4 point deer, we
125 pounds,that he took in Calloway County.

BUCK — Terry Phelps, LoWsville, shot an eightpoint buck Nov. 7 at Andrew Creek. Phelps is the
grandson of Clyde Phelps,Rt.3, Murray.

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fullyilnsured For Your Protection
4/
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

•Cover Alt Nindows
•Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
•Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Roofing
•Storm Windows ft Doors

On !Abetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Cain's AMC Jeep

6lake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and SportingEqumment

Free Estimates Call

436-2802

RESTAURANT

RI S Boa 10'39 Murray, K y

South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky 753-4111

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
'Rentals- Giiide Service-Covered Storage.
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Ht 1 Hardin

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
111111111
4
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat: 9-9

Sunday 1-6

- al

Tires, Wheels & Atcessocies
Car, Truck Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service..
OWN.4th
• • 753-8364-753-6779

5021 474-2245 or 474-2211. ext. 171

WY. 641 North

753-6448

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
-

8 a.m.. 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

(1.: ft, a,!;,.., k,,,t‘, 4 I 1.1s,

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
Fiataring
.
•Bass Hawk Boats
. •1.0 Pontoons
•Authorized Evinrude
1,--a01071' .
Sales 8, Service
1
Evrniquof
Salt.,
SE IEVICE

R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.(901)232-8221
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FOR MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 16, 1981
Whet kind d day will tamer
row be? To Had out what the
stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 16
4r4
Make plans for household
improvements. An unexpected get-together stimulates
you. Avoid hazardous sports
or exercise.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) ti
Pay attention to details at
wort as partnership rapport
gains strength Unexpected
visitors are indicated. Avoid
domestic disputes.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
New financial opportunities
arise, but avoid excessive expenditures. A close tie has a
surprise. Curb a tendency to
edginess.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GO
Vary your routine to increase good times. Romance
is on your agenda. An unexpected financial opportunity
could arise. Don't quibble.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.72)
Catch up with unfinished
domestic projects. Don't be
careless in speech. Others are
quick to take offense. Ingenuity Pays off.
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
News from friends is pleasant. A successful social life
needn't lead to extravagance.
Unexpected encounters promise you happy times.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Soft-pedal personalities in
dealing with higher-ups.
Financial prospects improve.
Minor resentments may surface now.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
eitiC.
Avoid actions that could
arouse the suspicions of
others. Save time for intellectual pursuits. A business acquaintance is argumentative.
SAGTITARIUS
.04
0
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) A
Keep
financial
developments confidential.
One of your friends talks too
much. Time by yourself
refreshes your outlook on life.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) Id
Keep career aims within attainable limits. Social life is
promising and partners are
supportive. Don't argue about
finances.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Though your career prospects improve, don't be
careless about minor details.
An unexpected invitation is
possible before dark.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.20) X
Travel and good times are
indicated, but curb creditcard spending. An unexpected
career opportunity drops in
your lap.
YOU BORN TODAY are interested in the larger issues
that affect mankind, but at
times you hold yourself aloof.

Sole Price

Spray 'n Wash •
Soil Remover
lo or •
soii remover
for clothing

Polaroid
Camera
The Buttoninstant
-automat
ic,
Fully
Polaroid" camera.

um,

Our
4-57496
Misses' Turtleneck Taps
ihe perfect topping ft./ _)ants or
skirts Of soft spun polyester in ex

444g

An

32-oz.' Alcut•
For Distirss
Grease cut
ting. no phor
phorus tormu
la Save'

Sale
Price

Save! 38-oz.' Crisco' OH
For good tasting foods from your
kitchen' Quality Crisco' cooking
frying oit at savings Save now

citing new prints Save now

a.
9.97
T2048

c.
9.97
13-19

8.96

Play
Construction Set Four 6-oz •
Doh' truck, cans Play.
20x14" mot,
MON?.
'Net wt

MP

a.2-slice Toaster.Color
control, snap-open tray
b. Steam Dry iron. Lightweight Uses tap water

9.97
1-1302

Time ZeV0TM

9.97
14-27

Camera

.88
47
1
Camera
-ZeroTime

TWIN
PACK

2"wIt h
Polaroid Model
focusing.
automatic

CANVAS
TEXTURED
COLOR
ENLARGEMENT

FLASHBAR II

From Your
Favorite Negatives

5x7"
For 8.88
8x10
For 9.88
Extra Charge It

Our Reg. 5.44.

Hospital
Report

Ea.
Thermal Underwear

11-11-81
Adults 161
Nursery 3

Newborn Admissions
Cole, Baby Boy
(Margaret), P. 0. Bx.
278, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Viola H. Olswing, 721
Nash, Murray, Dwight D.
Howell Jr., Rt. 4, Benton,
Bradley R. Vanness,
1422A Stadium View,
Murray, Jillian D.
Looper, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Boyce Dwain McClard,
Rt. 8, Murray, Delbert F.
Newsome, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Ricky D. Evans, Rt. 3
Murray.
Billy Russell Riley, Rt.
3% Murray, Ha M. Imus,
Rt. 5, Murray, Danny
Fuzzell, 823 Glendale,
Murray, Jessica L.
Drinkard, R'a, Paris .
Tenn., Edith L. Shuman,
Rt. 5, Murray,Gurley W.
Mick, 104 W. 9th, Benton,
Wilbur Dyer, 715 Riley
Ct., Murray.
Lottie W. Hall, 1111 Circarama Dr., Murray,
Lubie L. Wade, Rt. 1,
FarmingtOn Lyman A.
Pearson,
Bx. 133,
Hamlin, Lalie Bizzell,
507 Whitnel Murray, Leon -D. Cathey, 1506
Clayshirp, Murray,
Lucille Pafford, 804 Curtis, Paris,Tenn.

c. 3-speed Hand Mixer.
2 chrome beaters and
push- button eject
d. Electric Can Opener.
Flip-top magnet holds lid

FOR POLAROID'
INSTANT PICTURE
AlUnk CAMERAS AND
m All Sk 70
HIM CAMERAS

'p
i

R

Mode From Slid*
or Milt

Soft, raschel-knit cotton Men's, boys sizes.

Twin Pack Floshbors

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICES
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY

7-DAY TIRE SALE

TV Special Thru 11'28
SERVICES INCLUDE:
I Install front disc broke
pods and broke linings on rear whipois
2 Resurface drums and
true rotors
3 Inspect front calipers'
4 Rebuild reor *fleet
cylinders. if postdate.

FIBERGLASS
BELTED
WHITEWALLS
KM200-7 Rib
OUr Reg. 38.88 - A78x13
Sale Price
Only
Pkgs. of 4, 6,8 Plugs
79C
Ea
Plugs
Spark
Autollt••
U.S. cars .
many
Standard for
foch;99
0
alltSletOr Plugs,

rowed 3 M.** 4444.
•••••••*.4.4•0•44
46041$‘4404.
Pr.** A44.4•4 mem*
Worroorry
4,4,.444. ob...44.44.4 4.• ••••••

SHOCK
SHOCII
a

replace. necesscwy.
ot acklItIonal ports
cost per wheei
C5 Repack Inner and
outer bearings
6 Inspect master
cylinder
7 ROPIOCID front crease
**oft
II ROM hydraulic system

Installed
Sale Price

44.88 $88

Larger Sizes At
Comparable Prices
Mountina Included - No Trade-In Re

Ired

44-mo. Battery
For many cars
and light trucks
-•

Disc Drum job
Brake special
formonyU.Scars.
Ugh. INC*1 and

len0Call

8.88

l•‘4.i. to 1111, MI It It

k,..1.1.1141141 &ft.i ,%menial,hioventlwr 14. Nal
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Weber Presents
Paper At Seminar

I
;
I
hill
0111111111 lid h1,
1
1111 1111,, 11111
1
1 '
- VatHow.4,1,
Mountains," at both ser- Choir will sing "I'll Take
ovel*nthe
Limiting lung cancer chances
area ha v e announced vices. The Chancel Choir, Jesus" at the morning
Dr. Neil Weber, direc- seminar, which was conmeetings and services for directed by Paul Shahan hour, and tht Youth tor of the Mid-America ducted at the EROS Data
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Sunday. Nov. 15, at the with Bea Farrell as Group will sing at the Remote Sensing Center Center.
organist, will sing the an- evening year.
and chairman of the
Dk:AR DR LAMB
Weber is a co-author of
a cure for lung cancer. ProbMy
There are inhalation tests churches:
Memorial
them, "Treasures In
mother died recently at age
Sunday School with Department of Geos- the paper with two other
ably more than 80 percent of to obtain sputum for study
60 Of lung cancer She was a
all cases could be prevented. for early abnormal cells, but
Heaven" at the 10:50 ser- Dan Billington as ciences at Murray State faculty members at MurBaptist
ewk-a-day smoker for 35
How' By everyone stopping such tests are not widely
The Rev. Jerrell White vice.
superintendent will be at University, recently at- ray State — Dr. Ken
years She did not become di smoking. This enormous cost used. Chest X-rays are helpwill speak about "God's
The Rev. _Jimmy 9:45a.m.
tended the Pecora VII Carstens, Department of
until two months before her
financially, physically and ful, but it is often too late
- Pint
Symposium sponsored by Sociology and Andeath, but her last days were
mentally is something we when the cancer shows on X- Great Love" with scrip- Stubbs, minister of
ture from Ephesians 2:4 evangelism, will speak at
horribly painful and her
have the power to-prevent.
Christian
the U. S. Geological thropology, and Dr. Tom
ray.
death from pulmonary edeand Hosea 3 at the 10:50 the 7 p.m.services.
It is true that if a person
The Rev. David C. Roos Survey at Sioux Falls, S. Kind, Department of
DR.
DEAR
LAMB
-I
ma was a hell on earth. If
in your immediate family
Church Teaching will will speak about "The D.
sprained my back carrying a a.m. services and about
Geoeciences.
everyone witnessed sufferhas cancer you are more sack
"Break
Up
be
at 9:45 a.m. The Wicked Witch" at the
Your
groceries
Idle
of
that
He presented a paper
The paper evolved
ing lake this the cigarette
likely to have a cancer if the proved
too heavy. Its Ground" with scripture Wesley Foundation at 10:45 a.m. services at
companies would have to go
titled "Using Remote from a grant awarded to
right factors, or exposure, been to be
seven
now
weeks
and
I
from Hosea 10:12 at the 7 Murray State University First Christian Church Sensing in a Predictive Murray State
out of business
occur. I am sending you The would
by the
like to know how p.m.
I am a 34-year-old female
Health Letter number 14-8,
services at will sponsor a Hunger (Disciples of Christ).
Archaeological Model: Heritage Division of the
longer
have
much
to
I
who stopped smoking four
Cancer: A Fact of Life, expect it to
Margie Shown will be The Jackson Purchase Kentucky Department of
last. I have Memorial Baptist Meal and program for the
years ago after an Ii-year
which explains what we things
United
Methodist
Youth
so Church,
to
the
am
do
guest soloist. Region, Kentucky" at the the Arts.
and
habit of more than a pack a
know about risks and early
restricted in my movements.
Halford Beane, deacon Fellowship.
Margaret Boone will
day I know I will never
detection. Others who want I have been
told that a of the week, will assist in
7th & Poplar
direct the music with
smoke again. Does a former
this issue can send 75 cents sprain
is worse than a break. the
smoker's risk of lung cancer
with a long, stamped, self- I m
services.
Church
of Christ
Maxine Clark as
85
and
years
would
old
decrease as years go by or is
addressed envelope for it to appreciate knowing if there
John Dale will speak organist.
Directing the music
'the damage already done?
me, in care of this newspa- is anything
will be Milton Gresham, about "Is There Any
Assisting in the serI can do to
Do I have an increased risk
LOUISVILLE, Ky. gain in female jobs and in
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio alleviate
this problem.
minister of music and Word?" with scripture vices will be Del Flem- (AP) — Because of a 1979, women held more
of lung cancer because my
City Station, New York, NY
DEAR READER — It is youth, with Margaret from Jeremiah 36:16-17 ing, O.B. Boone, Jr.. Joe
mother had it? Is there a
10019. Everyone needs to usually poor
medicine to Wilkins as organist and at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. Rigsby, Norman Hale, decline in the number of than 50 percent of the protest one can take to diagnose
learn to recognize early
executive level jobs at fessional non-faculty jobs
treat something unless you
the disease before symptoms signs that
Michael Wilkins as services and about "He Elmer Collins, Ron Gray, state universities, women at Eastern
may indicate a know what
you are treating.
Kentucky
appear'
cancer.
That Cometh To God" Sandy Lucas, Benny
Your letter suggests that pianist.
DEAR READER — ConUniversity, Kentucky
executives
suffered
have
Church Teaching with with scripture from Maddox, Jim Stickler, more
You will have some you really do not know what
gratulations on stopping a
than men ex- State University, Univeryour back problem is. You Kerry Letterman as Hebrews 11:1-6 at the 6 Mrs. Clyde Jones, Mrs.
increased risk of lung cancer
very dangerous habit. Canaccording to the sity of Kentucky, the
ecutives,
because of being a former are an old enough female to director will be at 9:40 p.m. service at the Clem Moore, and Max
.cer of the lungs has long
Kentucky Commission'on community colleges,
been the leading cause of smoker but each year that probably have osteoporosis, a.m. and Church Train- Seventh and Poplar Miller.
University of Louisville
you don't smoke the risk gets softening of the bones. PeoHuman Rights.
cancer deaths in men and, as
Sunday School will be
ple with this problem may ing with Glenn Hale as Church of Christ.
a larger population of wom- smaller and smaller until it
and
Western Kentucky
In
1977,
made
women
Assisting in the ser- at 9:30 a.m., All Church
is not very important. That have a fractured vertebra, director will be at6 p.m.
en who have smoked for
up 26.7 percent of the est- University.
particularly
vices
if
they
will
have
is
only
be
First
Kim
true
Skating
if
United
a
Party
years develops, it threatens
person quits,
will be at
been lifting something. Carnot if he just cuts down. The
The commission's exto become the leading cause
Weatherford, Jerry Bolls, Lynn Grove Skating Rink ecutive level jobs, but, in
Methodist
1979, women only made ecutive director, Galen
heavy
rying
sack
a
of
gromore a person smokes and
of cancer deaths in women.
Jim Ragsdale, John C. at 4:30
The
Rev.
Walter
Chili
ceries can be quite a strain
the longer he smokes, the
The irony is that there is
Mischke, Jr., will speak Steele, Max Walker, Dan- Supper will be at 6:30 up 16.2 percent of the ex- Martin, said that "while
and cause injuries.
greater the risk.
something better even than
about
"It's When Life Is ny Cleaver, Jerry M. Mc- p.m., and Special show- ecutive level positions, there is no doubt that
I suggest you see your
the commission said to- women have gained in the
doctor and let him examine Exciting" with scripture Callon, Forest Boyd, ing of Portraits Of Jesus
day in a report on non- number of jobs at state
you. And it might be well for from Acts 8:26-40 at the Wayne Wilson, Johnny at6p.m.
faculty women at Ken- universities, it is Obvious
you to avoid lifting until you 8:40 and 10:50 a.m. ser- Bohannon, Terrell
First
tucky's state universities. from the figures in this
do know what your status is. vices at First United Mayton,
Baptist
Jerry Fulton,
The answers to the rest of
The report also said report that women have
Gene
Methodist
Church.
Raymond
Lawrence
McDougal,
of
Steve
your questions really depend
that
over 10,000 women not yet attained vital exEleanor Diuguid will Dublin, Lenith Rogers, the Temperance League
on what is causing your
DOWN
ACROSS
Answer to Friday's Fizzle
1 Concealed
discomfort. And so does the sing a solo, "How Frank Harris, and Gary will speak at the 10:45 worked in the state ecutive jobs."
4 Mine excava- 1 Possesses
Beautiful Upon The Evans.
a.m. service and the Rev. university system in 1979,
01210 MUDD MOO proper treatment.
tion
2 Anger
He said that "clearly
Bible
MUM
121110
CUD
classes
will
be at G. T. Moody, associate an increase of over 3,000
9 Church
3 More
written
from
1977,
goals and
to
comprise
IDUCUBECI
MUM
9:45 a.m.
pastor, will speak at the 7
bench
Profound
UUUU UWOU
timetables
50.9
percent
with
numbers
of
the
4 Barracuda
12 Exist
p.m.
service
at
First
First
Bap•=IUD UUMIODUID
13 Jury list
5'Youngster
and percentages should
workforce.
tist
Church.
Presbyterian
MUM
MUM
14 Baseball
CU
6 Atop
An increase of 911 be established at every
At the morning hour
7 Rose of
MB MUM UOU
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin
abbr
professional non- university for increasing
female
baseball
OD OUON MUM
15 like some
pastor," will speak about Wayne Halley, minister
8 Encomium
grapes
11100012UUU OHM
faculty
workers the level of female'
of
music,
will direct the
-God's Gift of A Fresh
9 Skinned
17 Tall
CIDUU MUD
contributed to the overall employment."
Church
Choir
as
10 Transgress
they
sing
Start"
structures
with
scripture
COMM IDUCEUU0
11 Existed
19 Peach part
LIDLI 191011130 ODD A German film titled movies based on literary from Matthew 22:34-40 at "We sing the Mighty
18 Party
20 Royal
OUU
MUM NOV "The Marquise of 0" will classics, "The Marquise the 10:45 a.m. service at Power of God" with Joan
treat
21 Walk
18 Ripples
23 Tellurium
be shown twice at Murray of 0" faithfully follows First Presbyterian Bowker as organist and
20 Answers
symbol
Allene Knight as pianist.
29 Verve
of yore
State University on Mon- the short story by Ger- Cifurch.
21 Gymnastic
24 Smooths
32 Instruct
45 Prohibits
Halley
will also sing a
The
Church
Choir,
Heinrich
Von
teat
27 Rocky hill
33 Negative
46 Greek letter day, Nov. 16, as the third man author
22 Drinker
28 Dumb one
prefix
47 Decay
program in the Interna- Kleist. Proclaimed by directed by Amy Jarman solo.
Nurses in the
of Human Development
23 — the fine
Special music at the State University Murray
30 Paradise
36 Eagles' nests 48 Opal or ruby
with Cynthia Scribner as
masterwork
for
Festival
Film
critics
tional
a
as
region
and Learning at Murray
25
At
no
time
31 Above
38 Colorful bird 49 Silkworm
of recent cinema, it is organist, will sing "Jesu, evening hour will be by who do not have,formal State, New York has
198142.
28 Furtive one 40 Canted
32 Lattice50 Sunburn
the group,Sing and Tell.
28 AMA mem- 42 Equality
work
53 Tantalum
Free showings of the generally regarded as the Priceless Treasure."
Sunday School will be academic degrees may become the first in the naber
34 Brother of
44 Russian ruler
symbol
Church School will be
example
director
directed
best
102-minute
film
of
Odin
at 9:30 a.m. and Church be interested in a new tion to offer nurses the opat 9:30 a.m. style.
Rhomer's
famous
by
Rhomer
are
Eric
35 Approach
NNW MINIMA AMU scheduled at 2:30 and 7 Vincent Canby, New
Training at 6 p.m. Dr. H. degree program offered portunity of obtaining a
Christian
37 Thailand.
L. Oakley, deacon of the by the state of New York. baccalaureate degree
formerly
WM UMW= WWI p.m. in the University York Times movie critic,
Fellowship
According to Dr. Moses through means other than
38 Type of
will assist in serWOMUMM UMUMME Center. Uwe Reichen- described "The Marquise Chuck Flynn will speak week,
Koch,
dean of the College completing an academic
'jacket
vices.
39 Handle
bach, assistant professor of 0" as a "dazzling at the 7 p.m. service at
WINO
program at a college of
41 Printer's
in the Department of testament to the civiliz- the Christian Fellowship
university.
MUM WM
Measure
Languages, will ing effects of several dif- Church,Brien.sburg.
Foreign
42 Recreation
MMEW WOMM introduce it.
Koch, who came to
The film, "If I Should
area
ferent arts, witty, joyous
43 Disturbances WM
Murray
WEIIMMWM
State this year
WM
Die,"
will
be
shown
at
Considered
one of the and. . . beautiful to look
45 Prohibit
from Rochester, N. Y.,
5:30 p.m.
MIMI WM= WM most beautiful re- at."
46 Publishes
GLEN DANIEL, W.Va. dug nearly all of the way explained that the NaGrace
48 Attic
MENU WM WNW creations of the past ever The International Film
(AP)
— A high school down to Mrs. Snuffer's tional League for Nursing
51 Garden tool
Baptist
filmed, the film, which Festival at Murray State
iiiMMWM WEE
biology
teacher asked casket, state police said. recently accredited an
52 Consumed
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
has English subtitles, is partially funded by the
54 Anglo-Saxon WIIMMEM
students
to
gather bones The boy's teacher, David
WIIIMMWd
money
won the Critics Prize at Student Government pastor, will speak at the for a class project and Dodd, 26, was charged "external" bac55 — a boy'
calaureate degree pro10:50
a.m.
and
5:30
WI=
WIMAIM
p.m.
1111111
the 1972 Cannes Film Association and the
one of his pupils decided with contributing to the gram for New York state.
56. Apothecary's
services
at
Grace
Baptist
WIIIIMM
Department
WIMM
Festival.
of Foreign
measures
to collect the remains of 'delinquency of a minor.
Church.
57 metal
Unlike many other Languages.
Nurses may obtain the
Icy
Snuffer, who died in Dodd said he will fight the
Leland Peeler will
charge and ask the West degree by presenting
1935,police say.
direct
the
music
with
50 NEVER COMPLAIN
The student, who was Virginia Education evidence of working exDwane Jones as organist
ABOUT THE RAIN
perience and by sucand Terry Downey as not identified by police, Association for help.
cessfully
passing a
State
was
trooper
after
stopped
he
D.K.
had
pianists. The Church
Hylton said Dodd was ar- "challenge" examination
rested after relatives of which includes both writMrs. Snuffer reported ten and performance secseeing a youngster with a tions, Koch said.
*IRA G. CORN JR.
Courses completed at
shovel "heading up the
hollow" toward the fami- accredited institutions
ly cemetery in the may also be submitted
NANCY---IT5 TIME TO
NORTH
"Seeing much, suffering
11-14-8I-A
THAT'5
Raleigh
County toward receipt of the ex•K 6 3
much, and studying much,
STOP WATCHING TV
ODD --ternal baccalaureate
community
of
Bolt.
, are the three pillars of
•9J 54
AND GO TO BED
SHE WENT
degree.
Upon
*K 73
investigation,
— Benjamin
•K J 10
WITHOUT
The program i s being
Hylton said, police found
Disraeli.
WEST
AIZOU I NO
EAST
that the grave had been administered by the
•Q J 102
•A 9 8 7 5
disturbed and that the 15- 'University of the State of
A 73
•6
year-old
boy "had told a New York, which is not a
•10 5 2
•9 8
friend he was going to dig physical campus but an
4AQ32
Most beginning and aver- +9864
up a skeleton for his agency dealing with
age players can learn much
SOUTH
•4
with as little suffering as
higher education in New
biology class."
•K 10 9 8 2
possible by reading a new
Hylton said students at York state.
•A QJ 64
book covering defensive
Additional information
Liberty High School told
+75
I CAN NEVER
signalling. Entitled Tartmay be obtained by
police
that
Dodd
was
runREMEMBER IF PEANUTS
nership Defense," alithor
Vulnerable: East-West ning a "contest" design- writing to Dr. Carrie
ARE UNDER "P"OR
Kit Woolsey writes in an Dealer: North. The bidding:
ed to help them learn Lenberg, Director, ExUNDER "N" FOR NUTS
easy reading style and covabout skeletal structure. ternal Nursing Degree
North
East
West
ers many of the problems
14
Pass
Pass
They said he posted a list Program, The University
defenders face at the bridge 2,
Pass
411f
Pass
of various animals and of the State of New York,
table (Devyn Press, 1327 Pass
Pass
said he would award Regents External Degree
Walnut St., Shelbyville, KY.
40065, $8.95). Today's hand
points to students if they Program, Cultural
Opening lead: Spade queen
offers a typical example
could bring the bones of Education Center,
and the reader should cover lead but a club will
Albany,New York,12230.
allow any on the list.
the East and South hands declarer to make his
(to

Women Executives Suffer
Because Of Decline In Jobs

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

German Film
To Be Shown

Nurses Can Get Degree
Through New Program

High School Biology
Teacher Arrested

THE ACES

-

.1 ..0A017
0AGW000 SUMSTEAD,
YOu ALWAYS PROMISE
TO MAKE REP0JR5
AROUND -THE HOUSE,SUT
YOLJ NEVER DO'

)42U
CHEATE(7
ME!
-•"rt:AS
PRoM iSE12.

GIMME

Jusr ONE
!EXAMPLE

YOU HAVEN'T FIXED'THE
ROOF, THE FAUCEt
OR 'THE SACK

joaz

before reading on.
The North and West hands
are shown on one page with
the bidding and play to ah
crucial point. The author
asks the reader to solve the
problem before revealing
the entire hand and the solution on the next page.
In today's test, the author
writes, "You lead the spade
queen
and
partner
encourages with the spade
nine as dummy ducks and
declarer plays the four.
Your jack of spades is covered by king and ace and
declarer ruffs. You duck a
trump lead to dummy and
win the next lead to declarer's king as partner plays
the spade five. What do you
try now?"
The solution? "Return .a
club. Partner's low spade is

undoubtedly f-a strong suit
preference signal. If he just
wanted spade continued, he
would have discarded his
middle spade The danger of
discards is real since any

contract."
One might add that West
would be well advised to
beat four hearts — with all
cards right for his side,
East-West can score a magic spade game.

1r

MIER
I. LEGAL NOTICE

Bid with Corn
South holds:

11-14-81-B

40 Q J 102
•A 7 3
•9 8
+9 8 6 4

North
2.

Seeth

ANSWER:Three spades. Set
the suit first and plan on cue
bidding the heart ace over
any rebid by opener other
than four spades. •
- Send bridge esestkos to The Aces,
P0. Bo: 113113, Dallas, Texas 78225.
with aelf-addrseeed, stamped envelops
for nailY

PUBLIC*ma
PROPOSED USE NEARING
FEDERAL REVENUE SNARING FUNDS
ON NOVEMBER 24, 1981,5:00 P.M., ary HALL BUILDING, SOUTH 5TH
POPLAR STREETS, THE MAYOR OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY WILL HOLD A
REVENUE SHARING PROPOSED USE
HEARING. ALL CITIZENS, ESPECIALLY
SENIOR CITIZENS, ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND AND PROVIDE THE MAYOR
WITH WRITTEN AND ORAL COMMENTS ON POSSIBLE USES FOR
$45,000 IN THE. CITY'S REVENUE
SHARING TRUST FUND AND $340,198
OF REVENUE SHARING FUNDS EXPECTED BY THE CITY DURING ITS
1982 CALENDAR YEAR.

slit II 1111.

I 1.1N4.11
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.fm
Babysitter needed
. Model Dews
Ioter
711
t
especially for daytime for
one infant. P. 0. Box 1040
by 55'For Sole.
WARTED
C.
Cell 7S3-0193
Respestalle party te
o Need A Job. Gualifica
600 p.m.
take ep pursuits es
• lions
Ili to 21 years of age
lee new piens.
no high school diploma or

78 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
2 bedroom furnished
trailer 753 30% after 1
P.m

r

liOnd t,nr,ntg crJ

GED. Unemployed, a
school drop-out or at least
nine months. Call Don
Walker Job Co-ordinator,
Nikki Blanchard
Counselor 753-9378 or 7533033. Calloway County
YETP Program.

panted
CUrnt
somp.(1

Carter
Studio
753 8298
300 mom
Female room mate
wanted. Extra nice home
near campus. Call 7594726.

Experienced seamstress
wanted. Excellent pay.
Call the tailor shop. 7591177 for appointment.

Neeo young person to
share two story house by
college. Call 753-8560.

Christian men and
women part time work.
Call 489-2881.
350 weekly stuffing
fr envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S. 88 North St.
Stoneham,Ma.021110.

FOR SALE
7.5 HP DeWelt - 3 Ph
Radio! Arum Sew.
753-5561

$180 Per Week Part Time
at Hope. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext.5112.

Heating boarding
facilities for Thanksgiving Holidays. Reasonable
rates also grooming.
Miniature Schuzars puppies and Stud service.
Other breeds by special 9. SITUATION WANTED
order. Hidden Valley
Will dO babysitting in my
Kennels 435-4506.
home 753-9417.

BIBLE CALL
Responsibility To
Our Parents -7594444; Bible Story
759-4445.

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

ALOE VERA Forever
Living Products. Product
Description including
testimonials and
marketing plan. 7:30
p.m., Tues., Nov. 17
1981 Sirloin Stockade. BrM&G Complete Glass Co. ing this ad.
of
line
has a complete
Y
glass and plateglass. We 14 WANT TO BY
also have showcase and Want to buy standing
display cases. Do store timber cash or percenfront work and fix storm tage. J.L. McKnight 753windows and doors. 7528.
Replace patio door glass,
cut mirrors and glass
table tops all sizes and HOME FURNISHINGS
shapes. Install auto glass Maple dining room set
plateglass and window table, four captains
glass. Do picture fram- chairs, corner hutch,
ing. M&G Complete Glass small table to match. Call
816 Coldwater. Call 753- 753-4501.
0180.
Westinghouse electric
Do your Christmas Shop- range. Used one month.
ping early. Leather Call 753-2919.
purses, wallets, jackets, living room suite inbelts. Custom made cluding low back contemminor shoe repair. Mur- porary light coral sofa in
ray Leather Shop, Dix- excellent condition, one
ieland Center .759-9633.
matching occassional
chair in contemporary
Small super market in exbrocade fabric,
cellent condition Magr...nfox AM-FM stereo
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502- console in fruit wood
247-1461 or 247-5961 after cabinet, one fruit wood
7:30 p.m.
coffee table free with purchase. 753-0936 after 5
p.m.

SPECIAL

16" 14 KT Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 18" !I
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. • $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.115 Now $3.85.
GOLD SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic Nem
753.7113
Open co. to 9 p.m. Dá.
I p.4 p.m. Seeds".

For sale excellent
Henredon oak table, 6
chairs, 3 leaves,
$450.00; 1 modern couch
with walnut frame,
$250.00; 1 Parsons hall or
sofa table covered in
$75.00.
-black leather,
Call after 4p.m. 753-6648.

CLAYTON
T53-7575

2 bedroom furnished.
water and garbage in
$100.011 month
"plus $50.00 deposit. Call
753 MIA.

23 EXTERMINATING

Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control
Pb•••Fil

3914

18 ft. tandem trailer electric brakes. Call 753-6084
or 753-6555.
2 14 in. tires and rims
$5.00 each 8-track portable tape player $10.00
7 piece dinnette set
typewriter for
$60.00
$40.00 13 in. black and
white t.v. $55.00 sewing
small
machine $25.00
desk $10.00 4 pieces of
glass 30 x 72 $10.00 each
1970 Chevrolet runs good
$195.00. Call 436-2850.

Need 3 people to shampoo
carpet. Opportunity for
S100.00 per week. Apply in
person between 8 and 9
a.m. 701 Jefferson St.
Paducah, K y. E. O. E.

22. MUSICAL

32. APTS. FOR RENT
Furnished Apts. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apts. S.
16th. 753 6609.

Five room house four
miles East. Large kit
chen, stove, city water
Couples, references
s150.00. Call 753-7551

FOR RENT OR LEASE

FOR
LEASE
Building in Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center
Reasonable Rent Coll
Tom Korvounis

753-9469
37 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
Bulls some black some
polled hereford two years
oild $450.00. 753-3625.

38 PETS SUPPLIES
AKC German Shepard
puppies, 28 champions
and 5 generations. Also
guard dogs, registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies,502-554-2153.
AKC Alaskian Malamute
puppies nice pet and show
dogs. Shots and wormed
753-9390.
Nine week old Laborador
Retreivers AKC
registered. Call 753-8918.
Six month old Black'
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.

Firewood $25.00 rick 4362179.

PUBLIC SALE
3
2 bedroom duplex
miles from town on Garage sale at 1519
Nov
private road. Water fur- Canterbury Sat.
nished $175.00. Call 753- 14th Childrens clothes
"boys coats size 2-4
8848 before 9:00 p.m.
jeans size 3 6 "
New two bedroom duplex childrens toys and
in Northwood with games womens clothes
refrigerator and stove, 10-12 household items
furniture
old
dishwasher and disposal, books
washer and dryer hook- glassware.
up, carpet, carport, patio,
central heat and air. No Moving sale starts Fri.
apchildren, no pets. 13th. Furniture,
desks and
References. $200.00 pliances
deposit, $285.00 per lotsmcre. Everything
month. 753-3018 after 6 Must go. Includes 1978
Ford Van. Hwy. 280 3/
2
1
p.m.
miles past East Calloway
Two apartments for rent
School.
one single bedroom, one
two bedroom furnished or
Garage sale at 814 N. 20th
unfurnished except ap- 9-??? Sat.
Nov. 14th.
pliances. 753-8730 before 5
Fall and winter clothes
p.m. or 753-6965 after 5
men sizes medium and
p.m.
large .womens clothes
Equal Housing 1 and 2 misses and ladies sizes.
bedroom apartment. Call Womens shoes size 5 6
2 ,and 7 plus toys
/
61
Murray Manor 753-8668.
and
jewelry
Two bedroom unfurnish- miscellaneous. Bargains!
ed duplex with stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher Yard sale 400 N. 7th 8-5
and disposal. Extra nice Fri. and Sat.
in Westwood Subd. Heat
pump with low utilities
$250.00 month 305-771-8787
before 4:00 p.m. or 305SUPER ASSUMP792-5565 after 1:00 p.m.
TIONS! Yes, you can'
There ore alternative
Furnished apartment one
methods of buying and
block from MSU. ST00.00
selling property.
per month call 759-4538.
however, ond in many
Two bedroom apartment,
they are more
coses
for rent, range, ovePf
beneficial to the buyer
refrigerator, dishwasher,,
and the seller than
disposal, washer and
traditional methods
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
These alternative
No pets. One year lease
methods will become
and $225 deposit required
increasingly popular in
$225 per -month. Phone
the next decode. As
753-2622 or 753-3865.
overage home prices
Newly decorated one
and prime mortgage ind'edroom apartment
terest rates increase,
$175.00 per month. Call
the demand for alterSpann Realty Associates
native methods of buy
753-7724.
ing and selling increase
correspondingly. Cur
HOUSES FOR RENT
rently, more than 50%
Three bedroom - house
of all real estate tron
carpet throughout, stove,
soctions involve one or
refrigerator, washermore alternative finonc
dryer, dishwasher, elec-ing methods. tric heat, located at 420 S.
methods that ore9th. Rent $235.00 per
beneficial to both the
month, $100.00 deposit.
buyer ond•seller of proReferences. Cal 753-5094.
perty.
. methods
House for rent in
available to you.
Westwood unfurnished.
central -heat and
LPillA MIS, KATIE C!')
fireplace. 7531502
1200 Sn-arno4
Murray. Kentuti 42071
3 bedroom furnished or
'5N)751 1492
newly
unfurnished
redecorated on shady
lot garden space outside the.city. 753-5209
-72-2874.
•
2 bedroom house for rent.
Stove refrigerator and
gas heat. $135.00 month.
437 4462 nights 437-4569.

Movies, Sports,
Foreign Shakos

CLAYTONS
Mvrrey, Ky.
27 MOBILE

NUTRITIONAL CONSULTANT
WILL EXPLAIN YOUR NEEDS
CALL
753-2613

Fr"

SPIP“
Werillieu
I Ster•11•
For Mot
7334752

ing room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502.436
5353.

Efficiency one or two
bedroom Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.

HEALTH PROBLEMS?

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT ORNIKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•NOLL5TER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

1C4roaniasey
Caesar
Farm
over lee acres of lush
clover and fescue
pastures. 3 prinds. plus
.-autornaLic water
2 wells and 3 earrdenf
barns, woven wire
fences all around plum
estenor fences Farm is
Vi A-1 condiUon. tuned
and fertilised regularly.
Spacious 3 IlK bnck
home with double
garage and lots of extras Call Spann Realty
Associates for details

Firewood $25.00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m.436-2744.

HOMES SALES
8 piece drum set great for
beginner. ,Only $275.00. Very well kept 12 x 60 EsCall 753-6265.
quire mobile home offering two bedrooms, stepup front kitchen, living
room and bath. Also includes two new air conditioners, extra closet
space, new carpet, stove
Start With Computerized Testing; Nutriand refrigerator. Selling
tional Deficiency Test for supplemental
price of only $4500.00. Call
759-1293 after 5:00 p.m..or
needs; Food Category for your best
753-3134.
health diet.
1977 Village two
bedrooms central heat
incl udes
and airrefrigerator and
stove
storage building. Call 7536833 after 5 p.m.

WALLIS DRUG

Athol

Enjoy country at
Slightly used one year old mosphere and conve
SLR nience of town in a
Minolta XG1
camera with 35-70 mm F Hamlet North Apart
3.5 zoom and 100-200 mm. ment. 2 bedroom town
houses available..753-7559
F -4.5 zoom lenses
Han flex adjustable -or 153-7550.
bounce computer flash
table top tripod and car- Two apartments for rent
rying case $600.00 After 6 one single bedroom, one
two bedroom furnished or
p.m. 436-2147.
unfurnished. 753-8730
Corner" hutch, 90 watt before 5 p.m. or 753-6965
stereo Fishes 553 after 5 p.m.
discriminator, 220 heater,
1 bedroom furnished
flat top truck 753-9672.
apartment for adults.
Anti-freeze for recrea- New paint and drapes. 2
tional vehicles. Call 753- blocks from hospital. No
pets. Lease and deposit
4947 after 5:30 p.m.
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 p.m.
Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00
a rick. Call 753-8526'.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment. No children
or pets. Call 753 3913.
Firewood
Order - now and burn Two furnished apartseasoned wood this winter ments. Each two
436-2758.
bedrooms, gas heat,
Wood for salt $25.00 a water included. Apartrick. Call 489-2101 or 489- ment with washer, dryer,
$240;- without $220.
2231.
Deposit, references reLombard chain Saws and quired. 305 N. 7th near
service. Stokes Tractor Health Center. 753-9476
days,901-247-5455 nights.
Industrial Rd.

SATELITE
ANTENNAS

Roger Security six 357 4"
blue with target grips like
new. Includes high quality shoulder holster
$300.00. 489-2773 after 5
.p.m.

3 bedroom house $143 00
month Call „ 437 4462
eights 437 4569

Two or three bedroom
house, ": acre lot, newly
decorated, carpeted. in
Lynn Grove Also three
Two bedrooms with cen- bedroom, two bath, all
tral heat, new furniture electric with fireplace.
arid carpet. Near univer- 1 wo miles south on 641.
say. Shady Oaks Mobile Coleman R E 753 9898
Home Court 753 5209.
Two houses near universi
ty,
$100 00 deposit,
Two bedroom mobile $108.00 per month rent
home for rent fully fur- Call 753 6114 after 6 p m
nished $150.00. Call 753Five room house located
1879 after 5.30.
six miles west of Murray
Call 753 5602 between 8
Two bedroom mobile and 4.
home for rent fully fur- House for rent two
nished $140.00. Call 753- bedrooms, washer dryer
1879 after 5:30
connections, gas heat 503
S 6th 362 8063

24 MISCELLANEOUS

Yorx FM-AM multiplex
receiver, stereo cassette
8-track recorder, BSR
quanta 720 turn table 150
watts maximum. Can be
seen at A6 Coach Estates
S. 16th St. Nine mohths
Couch, chair, rocker old sell for $550.00.
and foot stool solid oak
frame. Newly Firewood for sale $25.00
upholstered. Call 437-4975. rick delivered. Call 43619. FARM EQUIPMENf2744 after 5 p.m.

SPORTS EQUIPMEN

2 bedroom house built in
stove $13500 month Call
137 442nights 437 4564

43 REAL ESTATE

BUSINESS RENTAL5 Two bedroom cottage, liv

'Goodyear,
Firestone,
BF Goodrich and others. Custom made rifle case,
Tractor and farm tires on slings, leather clothing.
S. LOST & FOUND
farm tire service. Snappy Murray. Leather Shop,
service. Vinson Tractor Dixieland Center. 759REWARD - Small most- Co. 753-4892.
9633.
ly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two 2000 disk blades in stock. Order now for Christmas
miles east of Murray. 759- Do not buy disk blades un- Captains desk with stool
$50.00, receipt box $5.00,
1719 or 753-4641.
til you get our price. All 12 hole Martin box $25.00,
Pale yellow male gauges and sizes. Vinson jewelry boxes $10.00, 4 ft.
Labrador Retreiver pup- Tractor Co. 753-4892.
section of old high back
py from Domino Pizza.
church seat $10.00. See
or
753-7949
Call
Reward.
ast prices on three point Gerald Waldrop or come
p.m.
753-9844 after 4
seeders also truck tool by 1624 Olive Street after
boxes. Vinson Tractor. 4p.m.
WANTED
6. HELP
753-4892.
Management - Wendy's Widratilic oil ror all trac
26. TV RADIO
Old Fashioned Ham- tors. Some new and used
burgers now hiring ex- parts for Fords and other
perienced restaurant tractors. Plow points for
management only. Must all plows. Manifolds for
Ford, Massey Ferguson
be willing to re-locate
good starting salary. Call and AC tractors. Vinson
for appointment between Tractor Co. 753-4892.
2:00 and:5:00p.m. 759-4695
150 TV Cboosols,
Need a housekeeper who
can assist with children.
Send resume with
references, to P. 0. Box
1040 D.

.41 X 30lik
31
a
:b
HOUSES FOR RENT

12 x 60, all riectric,
betitO0m, furnished; has
washer & dryer. In city.
Only $150. Also.2 bedroom
10 x 57, furnished, only
$115. Coleman R. E. 7539898.
For sale or rent 12 x 65
furnished. Call 759-1987.
1974 12 x 65 two bedroom;
new carpet $4800.00. Call
753-6268.

41.

43. Real Estate

•
•

•

I

ci 7531222
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.
Situat. ed
beautifully with a
private drive and a
stocked pond. You
can do sr. le great
0, and
.0
relP.
IishL
t your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with
roof goes withthe
property. Price
just lowered to
$10,000 and owner
will finance.
Phone an.y
member of the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222 for all the
details. Price just
reduced.
NOT JUST
A HOME...
AN ESTATE
OF MIND
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a duble
lot. Theware two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central vacuum
system, intercom,
automatic garage
door opener, wet
bar, and two
patios. Everything
you need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment today, 7531222, Kopperud
Realty. We are
members of Multiple listing service.

44

HOMES FOR

&Ail

only

14

LOTS FOR SALE

40 acres I mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $800000 down
owner financing. Will accept boat or travet-tralt
or trade In:Write Bill Of
tesen Carbondale, Ill. or
call 618-549 3002 after 5
p.m

45: FARMS FOR SALE
53 acres 35 acres perma
nent pasture, good well,
poll barn, three ponds on
Cherry Corner Rd. seven
miles from Murray
$38,000.00 753 3625.

SERVICES OFFERED
iresoloo tor Sale 17t) )11.1
r•Ok ael.vered Coll 1111
2291
et t40
Loafiternovel
Landscaping and Law"
Akawderiance-taks care at
trio, rroubiewme
'phi.,
OVK ly and
, 't9 191
FriVeSI•rWase,

.no

small Itev
•
.•
fr •mtr rsq
I • .
t StIrIler'S die .••`••'
hedge

Home for sale 13 percent
morgage terms Call 449
7881
Older home on commer
cal lot near downtown
area Price to sell Cali
PurdOm I Thurman
Realty 753 446
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas
heat With full basement
Assumable loan Call
Purdom & Thurman
Realty 753 4456
Uome for sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, Immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paaucah
before 5:00 p.m. 554 4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 554
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
New 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
built in appliances Must
sell. $30. 000. Call 49
2670
0TEOSuzukiRC Y
1978M150
4

stom

custom
seat and mag wheels
very good condition low
miles 51 650.00. 753 1940.
1979 Kawasaki 200 asking
$750.00. Call atter 3 p.m
753-1587.
Custom made leather
iackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair Murray Leather Shop, Dix
ieland Center. 759 9633.

48 AUTO SERVICES
Batteries 2 year battery
$26.95 exchanged, 3 year
$31.95 exchanged, 4 year
$37.95 exchanged, 5 year
541.95 exchanged. Rick's
Auto Service 901 642 1623

49 USED- CARS
1963 Chevrolet Gorvair
good running condition
Call 753-2987.
1977 Camero good condition, 305 engine. Call 767
3843.
1972 Monte Carlo highest
bid last bid be taken on
Nov. 23rd. Call 474 2342.
1972 Grand Prix all
power, air, good runn
ing condition. Call 474
2211 ask for Joe.
1972 LTD two door, good
condition. Call 753 9915.
1975 Grand Prix good con
dition low miles. Call 753
7261.

ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, bea,uty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
HOUSE AND
80 ACRES
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
.
acres tendable. Off e re d at only
$62,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.

49 USED CAR

House tor sale or rent 197J Camaro AM F M
-liar and at. runs g000
Call 7530.412
Two new to 1.% Need',
513S 6th Assumable loan paint 11200 00 74.4170
after 5 CO
Orchard. garden spot.
lighted Play SPOceS ins 1975 Lincoln f
etre lot with well built engine, Nes ...unit. rum
two
three bedroom,
fully loaded ...siaso 00 759
betas. den
large 145
playroom. two
fireplaces, formal din
1973 Cadillac $4idan 753
ing room Phone 753 8705 Si"
Shown by appointment

1979 Mazda GLC four door
Hatchback, five speed,
air, excellent gas mileage
$3950.00. Call 753.4501.
1973 Chevrolet Impala
extra
great condition
no rust radial
clean
tires $1095.00. Call 4892595.
Attention Monte Carlo
Lovers! 1970 Monte Carlo
3 way black very good.
condition $3 000.00 firm.
Nice interior. 753-3940.
1976 Ford LTD station
wagon 351 VII engine
needs carburator $700.00
Call 759-9715.
A sharp blue 1976 280 Z
Oatsun has new white letter tires, chrome wire
wheels, pioneer stereo
system $4750.00 Call 753
5490 or 753 2922.
1979 Mazda RX7 low
mileage, one owner, all
options. Call 753 30061976 Triumph TR-7 ex
cellent condition, sharp
$3250.00. Call 753 2615.

FOR SALE
1949 Chevrolet Doug
truck. h' •deed,.
153-5561
FOR
SAIL
1972 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, new tiros.
753.7113

50 USED TR UCK 5
'913 Lneyenne pickup
Chevrolet for sale 762
4696
1968 Chevrolet step side
short bed pickup New
clutch 159500 1967 Dodge
pickup 6 cylinder $375 00
Call 409 2595
1972 Ford 14 ton camper
special automatic
power
power steering
brakes
has paneled
camper topper 753 3674
1973 International farm
truck 14 ft flat bed price
$2850 00 Call 753 8061
Surplus Jeeps, Cars. and
Trucks available Many
sell for under $20000 Call
312 142 1143 Ext 7641 tor
information, on how - to
purchase.

••
C.-utte-ring
continuous 4,,tters
ed per .voc
.i'.- f
•, ').1
lions (a1t
.
for free est r•-.iie

M 0 II I.L E HOME
ANCHORS onoerp.nn,ng
toot's sealed patio awn
mfrs. and house type roof%
for mobile homes 7S i
11173 Jack Glover
Asphalt
parking lots
Sears For Ivey
call 753 711'n
Carpet -Cleaniry
odor free
longer and sme:ii,
For tree estimates i
'Jeff's Carpet t lean
159i76 xper
reliable
Profess
paperhanging painting
farm buildings. top sides
Commercial o r
residential Call T rernon
Farris 759-1987
AAA - CUSTOM MADf
CABINETS. book( a%f".
MUSIC ( entc
Reasonable 4)6

Concrete and

buy

a.,
B
driveways sidewa:io, ae.
storm cellars l0 vi• ir •
brick

experience

ail d

estimates 751 we

R

1NG

OWN itip Slitagfroi •
All work
sfereares
gsersstsed
Free
Istimiter Cad 759 11S9
w 753 63

80 GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and cap ALCOA ALUMINUM
tains chair,s 13,000 miles SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim
Reply to 751 5014
for bre k houses Jack
Glover 751 1873
51 CAMPERS
& le Stump gremoval
DO yOu need sturriw,
removed from your yard
!eared iif
or land
1978 Champion 25 ft stumps) We an 'emu,,
motor home All extras stumps up to 74 below
absolutely mint 4100 the ground, leav.no nnly
sawdust and c_tla.A.
miles. Call 753 4389.
for free estimate Rob
motor
to
Want, buy used
Kemp 415 4343 or tint,
smaller
home 24 foot or
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
0114
Call 753
Vacuum cleaners Kirby
Electrolux, Filter Queen
SERVICES OFFERED Rainbow with all at
Fence sales at Sears now tachments, all good
Call Sears 753 2310 for new $12900 Call Paris
free estimate for your 901 647 1473
needs
Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning, shap
Alexander Septic Tank ing, complete removal
Cleaning Vacuum clean and more. Call BOVE R'S
ed from your driveway TREE SERVIcE, for peo
Industrial, residential, fessional tree care 151
or commercial, 24 hour 8536.
service. Call 753 5933.
Automobile machanic..
APPLIANCE SERVICE will do work on automatic
KENMORE, and all gasoline engineo
R L PO OL, trucks All work done
W H
20 guarantied. Call 437 454
WESTINGHOUSE
years experience. Bob
by Hopper, Bob's Ap- SEASONED FIREWOOD
pliance Service 203 S 5th Mixed hardwoods 18" 14"
available - $7150 a rich
St. 753 48720r 753 8886
Call John
delivered
GENERAL HOME Boyer at 753 8536.
15 years ex
REPAIR
For your lime hauling and
perience. Carpentry, con
crete, plumbing, roofing, lime spreading white
gravel, sand.
Sliding. NO JOB TO rock,
SMALL. Free estimates. coal hauling call 753 4545
Days 471 2359, nights .474- or see Rodger Hudson
located 10 miles east on
2276.
Hwy 94
Appliance service Give Will sharpen hand saws,
us a call we repair'em all chain saws and skill saws
Dryers, washers, 4111 753 4656
refrigerators, stoves and
freezers 759 1322
CARPET CLEANINr,
Free estimates Sat,st:vo
references Vitra Vat
Aluminum Service CO
steam or quick dryrtean
aluminum sod vinyl
,ng LEE'S CAPPE I
siding, custom trim
CLEANING, 753 5,827

Heavy duty
camper top
$175.00

Datsun
753 5449

work. References Call
Will Id Bailey. 753
0689

Professional offi,i, anti
building maintenanrr,
daily or weekly._
Carpet Cleaning 753 5821

1978 TR7 Triumph low We accept green hides for
mileage, air, extra sharp. tanning Murray Leather Will inspect and clear.
Call 437-4,437
Shop. Dixieland Shopping chimneys 1913 8956
Center 759 9633
1973 Buick wagon $500.00
We shampoo carpets
759 1465.
Will strip and refinish fur guaranteed references,
niture. Murray Leather reasonable 759 9633
Shop. Dixieland Shopping
Floor. Sanding &
Center 759 9633
finishing 351 6177
air
and
plumbing
All your
paneling
conditioning needs Also Carpenter
do carpentry, painting, etc 30 years experience
roofing and concrete. All 4367253
work done to satisfaction
1974 hot, 35 miles
753 2211.
Don't put off getting your
per gallon, excellent
favorite sofa or chair
Roy's Carpenter. Shop reuonoistereo because of
condition.
Custom 'cabinets, wood- the long wait for its
working,furniture repair, return we offer one week
1972 Grand Torino,
take ad
formica, replace wood in service Also
real sharp, extro nice.
old cars. Eight foot vantage of our year ena
6-al Say you saw this
starter kitchen 5438 00 1,0*CaH /53 4124.
and save $50 00 on any
1979 Monte Cario,
and chair combma
sofa
loaded with all extras.
Will clean basements, at
ton Bill's Upholstery 104
tics, garages, haul away s 13th ,
junk. Call 436-2292.

For
Sale

7511113

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP'

or
Sole
19.79 Fort Torino, 2
door, 6 cylinder, one
owner local cot'

PURDOMS
Oldsamobils
Peadec
Codillec
INN W Mai

7515315

225 L. P. Miller Si. (Across hen Crearavierty

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Noir s silo Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
siet 753-3685
For Appointment

e•
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IRA Claims Blame
For Friday Bombing

Reagan Says 'Hard Times'

May Be In Economic Future
NEW YORK (AP) —
The economy's decline
deepened and widened
this past week, with
President Reagan conceding "hard times" are
ahead and his treasury
secretary predicting
economic activity will be
"a real downer" for the
rest of the year.
The Federal Reserve
Board said the nation's
industrial production fell
1.5 percent in October, its
steepest slide since June
1980, during the previous
recession.
This setback is

another sign that
economic weakness in
autos and housing has
spread across the industrial sector," said
Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrige.
Retail sales also fell 1.5
percent in October.
The prime lending rate
fell to 16.5 percent at
several major banks, its
lowest level in nearly a
year, and down sharply
from its 20.5 percent level
of September.
Economists attributed
the winding down of interest rates to the

Inmate Wins New
Trial On Scheme
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — An inmate convicted of operating a
fraudulent credit card .
scheme from two prisons
has won a new trial in
Lyon Circuit Court.
The Kentucky Court of
Appeals turned down
several arguments by
Keith Phillips, the inmate, but agreed with his
assertion that he should
have been protected from
certain testimony during
the trial.
The trial court sentenced Phillips to 15 years for
criminal syndication,
which allegedly occurred
in the state reformatory
at LaGrange and continued after his transfer
to the state penitentiary
at Eddyville.
The Court of Appeals
said charge cards from J.
C. Penney Co. were
illegally obtained and used, but did not go into
details.
A three-judge panel
said that at the time the
scheme was in operation,
certain "incentive
telephones" were
available for prisoners at
Eddyville to make long
distance calls to relatives
and friends.
It said one of Phillips'
calls to establish an account at Penney's was
overheard by a prison's
monitoring official and
subsequently, each of his
calls until the time of his
arrest was monitored and
taped."
Phillips wanted the
evidence suppressed,
saying it violated federal
and state wiretap
statutes and the federal
guarantee against
unreasonable search and
seizure.

FOB Head
Supports
Pay Hikes
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — Louisville
Police Sgt. Ralph Orms,
elected state president of
the Fraternal Order of
Police, said Friday that
he plans to speak out
across the state in support of increased salaries
for policemen.
"I hate to see any
policeman have to take a
part-time job," Orms
said.
Orms said he recognized that budgets are tight
right now, but in order for
law enforcement agencies to retain the best
qualified men salaries
need to be increased.
Orms also said, during
an interview from
Louisville, he will
encourage police departments to become more involved with community
activities such as Easter
Seals and Little League.
The 15-year veteran of
the Louisville force was
elected Thursday in the
final day of the FOP convention here. He will
serve until the next convention in 1983.
Elected with him were
vice president Bob Montgomery, Owensboro;
secretary Paul Luersen,
Campbell County;
chaplain Terry Stuart of
Logan County; treasurer
Don Brashear of Hazard;
conductor
`..7--'•21 of
Lexington; and guard
Terry Keehner of
Shively.

The Court of Appeals
said prison authorities
"in the legitimate
interest of internal
security openly conditioned access to those phones
upon an implied consent
to have any or all of an inmate's calls tapped" and
did not violate a
prisoner's "reasonable
and justifiable expectation expectation of
privacy."
Phillips also contended
it takes five members of a
syndicate to produce a
charge of criminal
syndication.
The appellate court
said five persons were
identified, including a
Penney employee at
Louisville in the credit
department.
The reversal of the case
centered on a rule which
since has been abolished
— making it easier now
for the prosecution to
convict.
The Court of Appeals
said the old protective
rule should have been
followed since it was in
force at the time of the
alleged crime. On that
single issue, it granted
the new trial.
In another case, the
state won a new trial in
Wayne Circuit Court
after being held liable for
$50,000 in damages to a
group of landowners.
The landowners contended the Bureau of
Highways altered the
natural flow of surface
water in reconstructing
part of U.S. 90 and that it
washed onto their
property.
The project was completed in 1976, and
testimony dealt with the
market value of the property in 1974 and 1980.
The appellate judges
said using those dates
was improper and that
the value should have
been determined immediately before and
immediately after the
project.

weakening economy,
which has resulted in production cutbacks and
reduced corporate demand for credit.
Long-term interest
rates also fell.
Many corporations
prepared to return to the
bond market for
long-term loans, mostly
to pay off massive shortterm debts rather than
finance programs to increase production or
make plants more
efficient.
Reagan and Treasury
Secretary Donald Regan,
despite their gloomy
short-term outlook, both
forecast economic
recovery in 1982.
The president said he
was encouraged by a
Labor Department report
showing inflation
moderating at the
wholesale level.
The Producer Price Index for finished goods
rose 0.6 percent in
October, for the most
part reflecting higher
prices for cars. But a
related index, measuring
prices for materials such
as textiles and steel, was
unchanged, marking the
first time in more than
six years that it had not
increased. An index
measuring prices of raw
material fell for the third
straight month.
New car sales by the
General
Big Three
Motors Corp., Ford Motor
Co. and Chrysler Corp. —
fell 13.9 percent in the
first 10 days of November
from the same 1980
period.
In other business and
economic developments
this past week:
—President Reagan experienced a setback when
a pUblished article quoted
his director of the Office
of Budget and Management, David Stockman,
as having doubts about
the President's economy
policy.
— Home mortgage
rates rose to a record
18.17 percent average in
October, up from 17.77
percent in September and
the eighth straight
monthly increase, according to the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board.
— The Agriculture
Department estimated
record corn production
this year as farmers have
already harvested a
record wheat crop.
—Two large insurance
companies, Connecticut
General Corp. and INA
Corp., agreed to merge
into a newly formed company. The transaction
involving the exchange of
stock is valued at $4.3
billion and would create
an insurance and financial services concern
with assets of more than
$27 billion.

Large Tobacco Harvest
Forecast In Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Tennessee's
tobacco farmers will
harvest 161 million
pounds of the golden leaf
this year, the largest such
crop since 1946,
agriculture officials say.
The Tennessee Crop
Reporting Service said
Friday that the state's
corn farmers also are
harvesting a bumper
crop, expected to total
57.4 million bushels or
double last year's crop.
A record yield of 87
bushels per acre is
forecast, up 42 bushels an
acre from last year and
an increase of two
bushels from last month's
forecast.
Nationally, the Crop
Reporting Service said,
corn production is up 22
percent from 1980 at 8.1
billion bushels.
Most of the state's
tobacco crop, as usual, is
burley, which is expected
to weigh a total of 136.4
million pounds, 52 percent mo4han last year:
The yield per acre is
about 2,200 pounds.
Tennessee's tobacco
production is part of a
2.03 billion pound crop
throughout the nation.
Cotton and soybean
production in the state

also is ahead of last year,
the Crop Reporting Service said, although
harvest of the 1981 cotton
crop is behind last year.
The Nov. 1 cotton production forecast is 280,000
bales, up 30,000 bales
from the October forecast
and 80,000 bales more
than last yeart's final
estimate.
The service said cotton
harvested by Nov. 1
generally exceeded the
1980 crop in yield and
quality. The expected
yield.is 434 pounds of lint
per acre, up 85 pounds
from a year ago and 54
pounds from the previous
five-year average.
Cotton will be
harvested in Tennessee
on 310,000 acres, an increase of 35,000 acres.
Soybean production is
forecast at 61.1 million
bushels, up 33 percent
froom a year ago but 4
percent less . than antieir-ateLi in October.
Yield per acre is expected to average 26
bushels, ahead of last
year by eight bushels.
More than half of the
acreage was Toported
harvested by Nov. 8,
about 12 days behind last
year's pace.
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CHARTER RE-ACTIVATED — Pogo Presson (left)
president of Marshall County Future Business
Leaders of America, presents Carla Barnett, Calloway
County FLBA president, with the chapter charter at
the recent ceremony which re-activated the chapter.

CCHS FBLA Chapter
Reactivated Recently
The Future Business
Leaders of America
Chapter of Calloway
County High School was
re-activated Tuesday,
Oct. 27, in the school
cafeteria.
The Marshall County
High School FBLA
Chapter, under the direction of Pogo Presson,
President, served as the
officiating Chapter during the formal ceremony.
Presentation of the
Chapter Charter was
made to the Executive
President, Carla Barnett.
Each Charter member
was issued the oath of
Charter membership.
Charter members of
the new chapter are Jill
Alton, Lana Balentine,
Carla Barnett, Jane Ann
Barrow, Cindy Bazzell,
Barbara Birdsong, Terry
Bourland, Tina Bogard,
Terry Cain, Karen Conner, Gina Coy, Robert
Crick, Lisa Crouse, Vona
Darnell, Christy Derrington, Patty Doyle,
Vickie Edwards, Patrice
Fleming, Robin Gatlin,
Steve Grace, Janie
Green, Sherri Hasty,
Dewania Harris, Cindy

Haws, Lisa Henderson,
James Hendricks, Laurie
Hopkins, Edwina Hudson, Teresa Gail Jones,
Teresa Jones, Paula
Manis, Barbara Matthis,
Christi McCallon, Sonya
McClure, Rhonda Mc
Cuiston, Shannon
McDougal, Danetta Morris, Sherri Newsone, Phil
Orr, Darren Paschall,
Tammie Patrick, Rema
Peeler, Sharon Pounds,
Can Price, Teresa
Ragsdale, Debra
Ramsey, Dawn Roesch,
Lisa Sheppard, Brad
Steinberg, Tim Stephens,
Cindy Strode, LaJenna
Thornton, Tammy
Turner, Deanna
Underhill, Debbie
Walker, Bob Waters and
Monika West.
Following the
ceremony refreshments
were served to Marshall
County FBLA officers
and adviser, special
guests, and newlyinstalled officers and
members of Calloway
County FBLA and their
advisers, Brenda Nix,
Judy Peeler, Bonnie Nute
and N. P. Paschall.

LONDON (AP) — The
Irish Republican Army
claimed responsibility today for a bombing that
ripped the home of
Attorney-General Sir
Michael Havers just
hours after the British
government threatened
"ruthless eradication" of
IRA guerrillas.
Three police officers
suffered minor injuries in
the Friday night blast
and a female officer was
treated for shock, said
Cmdr. Mike Richards of
Scotland Yard's antiterrorist squad. The officers were part of a team
that maintains a roundthe-clock guard on prominent British political
figures.
Havers, 58, was
reported abroad on
business, his family was
away and the house was
unoccupied at the time of
the blast, Richards said.
Damage to the house in
the affluent London
suburb of Wimbledon was
"extensive," Richards
said. Neighbors said the
bomb caused a
"tremendous explosion."
Scotland Yard press
spokesman Tim Mahony
said the bomb was
planted outside the house
against its back wall.
Police, fearing another
explosive device may
have been planted,
evacuated several other
houses in area but later
allowed residents to
return.
The IRA's "Provisional" wing claimed
responsibility for the
blast in a brief statement
issued to newspapers in
the Irish capital of Dublin
early today, but gave no
specific motive.
It was the fourth IRA
bombing attack in Lon-

AgriVisor Project Tested
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — George Corya is
about to become one of
the few farmers in the nation who get cropmarketing advice via
satellite.
He's among 10 farmers
selected to take part in an
agricultural-information
experiment being launched by the Indiana Farm
Bureau Inc.
Corya, who raises
grain, cattle and hogs in
Jennings County, already
has a home video screen,
which in the next few
days will be connected by
special telephone lines to
the Indiana Farm Bureau
office in Indianapolis.
He will start receiving
a steady flow of reports
and advice from the
Farm Bureau, which has
a satellite hookup with
the Chicago Board of
Trade, the Mercantile
Exchange and other
sources of market
information.
Corya, who farms 3,000
acres, will be able to compare the Farm Bureau
reports with those he
already is getting on
another screen from a
private marketing service in Iowa.
The 47-year-old farmer

Readings
Slated
By Twichell
Poet Chase Twichell,
author of "Northern
Spy," will read from her
work Thursday, Nov. 19.
on the campus of Murray
State Untversity.
Sponsored by the
Department of English at
Murray State, the
reading will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Room 423 of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center and is open to the
public at no charge.
A graduate of Trinity
College and the University of Iowa, Ms. Twichell
lives in Massachusetts
where she is business
manager of a small
press. Many of her poerps
deal with the landscap-eof
New England and the
Midwest.
Her book, "Northern
Spy," which takes its
hame from a variety of
apple, is available in The
University Store.
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said that in this period of
high interest rates and
low crop and livestock
prices, farmers are badly
in need of price information and marketing
strategies. And, he added, "sometimes it's good
to evaluate more than one
source."
Few farmers have access to as much information as Corya will be
getting when both of his
screens are in operation.
But most farmers will be
using computerized information within 10
years, according to some
experts in agricultural
communications.
The satellite project is
being sponsored by the
American Farm Bureau
and carried out by Farm
Bureau groups in Indiana, Ohio, Iowa,
Illinois, Michigan,
Georgia and Arkansas.
i Bureau groups in
Fam
sev al other states, inclu ing Kentucky, will
monitor the experiment.
Farmers in the pilot
project, known as the
AgriVisor satellite
system, will get almost
instantaneous information on crop and livestock
prices, said Herb Kinner,
a spokesman for the Indiana Farm Bureau in
Indianapolis.
The program could be
expanded to include 650
pages, or blocks, of
information on a wide
variety of farm-related
topics, Kinner said.

Some items will be updated every 10 Minutes.
Corya has gone a step
beyond the regular
AgriVisor program. He
has purchased equipment
to print and store information from the
satellite system.
Some of the information will go into a computer program he is
setting up on his farm.
Using his own program,
he said, he hopes to get
quick answers to such
questions as how much
fertilizer to apply to a
certain field.
He said that currently,
he and his sons Charles
and David need about 15
record books to keep
track of a large and
diverse farming
operation.
The AgriVisor project
is expected to last about a
year. Then it will be
evaluated and possibly
expanded. Except for the
cost of telephone calls to
Indianapolis, the service
will be free during the
experiment. But farmers
would have to pay for a
permanent satellite
program.
The University of Kentucky is among those
developing computer
programs.
The university recently
completed an experiment
to provide computerized
information to farmers in
Shelby and Todd counties. That experiment,
called Green Thumb, is
still being evaluated.

don since the
organization resumed its
campaign of violence on
the British mainland Oct.
10 after a two-year break.
Three people have been
killed and 37 wounded in
the renewed blitz.
The explosion came
within a few hours of an
announcement by the
government's Northern
Ireland secretary, James
P rior, of a new
crackdown on the IRA.
"The security forces
will use the methods of
the terrorist to defeat the
IRA," Prior told a news
conference in Belfast on
Friday. He said more
commando teams from
the army's crack Special
Air Service regiment
would be ordered into
Northern Ireland's
border area with the Irish
Republic if military commanders request them.
Prior said British
security forces are aiming for the "ruthless

eradication" of IRA guerrillas, many of whose
strongholds are in the
300-mile border area.
Prior's announcement
was believed designed to
head off threats from
militants among Northern Ireland's 1 million
Protestant majority to
take the law into their
own hands. The militants
have been complaining
that Britain is not doing
enough to protect them.
Havers, a senior
British legal officer, has
no direct connection with
Northern Ireland, where
the mainly Catholic
"Provisional" IRA is
fighting to drive the
British out and unite the
province with the Irish
Republic under socialist
rule.
Nigel Havers, one of
Havers'two sons, said his
father and mother were
abroad on business and
that the house was
unoccupied.

Tobacco Warehouse
Co-Owner Sentenced
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The co-owner of
U nited Tobacco
Warehouse in Lexington
has been sentenced to 18
months in jail on a charge
of falsely identifying and
marketing burley
tobacco.
Scott Robertson, 44, of
Mount Sterling, had
pleaded guilty Oct. 19 in
U.S. District Court.
Also pleading guilty
was L.B. Ray, 57, and his
son, Ricky, 25, both of
Lancaster. The Rays
were given five-year
suspended sentences,
placed on probation for
two years and fined $5,000
eath.
The three were among
eight people indicted by a
Federal grand jury Sept. 3
after an undercover investigation by U.S.
D epartment of
Agriculture agents.
Awaiting trial are Curtis Sherrow of Bondville,
Walter Best of Perryville,
W.D. Cocanougher Sr. of
Harrodsburg and Tommy
Davis and Willie Mozingo, both of Somerset.
Sherrow was charged
with two counts of false
identification, and the
others with single counts
of false identification.
According to the indictment, Ricky Ray, a
weighman at Farmer's
Tobacco Warehouse No. 4
in Lexington, bought 1,258
pounds of excess leaf
from the agents for 50
cents a pound in January
1980.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
John Compton said Ricky
Ray then used hi:
father's marketing card
to sell the tobacco to companies at the market
rate, which averaged
$1.66 a pound.
Compton said the
agents took 2,458 pounds
of tobacco to Farmer's
Warehouse, but Farmer's
marketing cards limited

it to 1,200 pounds.
Federal law limits the
amount of tobacco a
farmer can sell in one
year. The limit is
reflected on marketing
cards issued by the U.S.
Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation
Service.
The amount of tobacco
sold by a farmer at one •
warehouse is deducted
from the total on his card.
He then signs a statement
veryifying that the tobacco was grown on the farm
for which the card was
issued.
Robertson bought excess leaf from USDA
agents three times during
the 1980 and 1981
marteting seasons, Cornpton said.
Robertson sold the excess leaf on two other
growers' cards but the
growers told the agents
they were unaware of the
sales and received no
money,Compton said.

Sentence
Is Ordered
PIKEVILLE, Ky.
Sterling
Hamilton, 53, of
Teaberry, Ky. was
sentenced to 18 months in
prison in U.S. District
Court here Thursday.
Hamilton, who had
received a five-year
prison sentence and
$10,000 fine Monday after
his conviction on illegal
explosive-possession
charges, drew the additional sentence after being found guilty of
intimidating a witness.
Hamilton's son Scotty,
22, was found guilty of
conspiracy in the illegal
explosives case and was
sentenced to 18 months in
prison and handed a
$5,000 fine by U.S.
District Judge G. Wix
Unthank.
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

'79 Ford 2 Ton Grain Truck
' New Omaha, 16 ft bed ond hoist, power

steering

and air, 53,000 miles

$10,500.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
Murray

753.2617
MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

COPY AVAILABLE

A temperature setting of 88' gives you the
a
best balance of comfort and savings
For each degree above 88, you pay five to
seven percent more For each degree you heat
under 88. you pay four to six percent less •
So remember to set your thermostat at
88 or lower If you get cod, put on a
sweater or wrap up in something warm
The savings are wel worth it
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